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A Very Friendly Gesture
From Finns Seen At the
Wills allowed: John T. Lothrop,
Community Building
late of Rockland, deeased, Elmer

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, November 19, 1938

DON’T BLAME All GERMANS!
Pres. Gray of Bates College Thinks Most of
Them Do Not Approve Acts of “Madmen”

During the last few days the E. Marston of Portland and Ralph
sound of hammering and sawing H. Trim of Rockland appointed
has isued from the Community exrs.; Freemgn J. Perry, late of
The troubled conditions which
Rockland, deceased, Robert L. Dun
Analyzing the Munich Pact Dr.
Building Kitchen. These sounds
bar of Rockland appointed exr.; exist in Europe with ramifications Gray saw in it the fact that Eng
mean that the kitchen is being Jennie S. Spear, late of Thomaston,
not easily defined at this time, were land may not have been ready with
equipped with new cupboards.
deceased, Bessie Spear Sullivan of discussed before the Baptist Mens
its defense, having it is said only
Cupboards are an important fea Thomaston, appointed exx.; Olive League Thursday night by one of
100 anti-aircraft guns for the Lon
Sheerer,
late
of
Tenant's
Harbor,
ture of any kitchen, as everyone
Maine's ablest educators and plat
—
If a general war had
•••
Adversity borrows Its sharpest ••• knows, and were it not for the deceased, William E. Sheerer of form orators, Dr. Clifton D. Gray, don area.
— stings from our Impatience.
Tenant's
Harbor
appointed
exr.
president of Bates College. He off been declared the fleets of Great
Finns, the kitchen at the Com
•»
—Bishop Horne •••
Petitions
for
Administration ered no involved explanation, but Britian and France would probably
munity Building might still ue
granted: Estates. Olga A. Johansen, discussed the situation with a have put Germany and Italian fleets
minus cupboards.
In order to pay for these cup late of Rockland, deceased. Henrick clarity and forcefulness which left cut of commission but the German
boards. the Finnish people are soon I J. Johansen of Rockland, admr.; enlightenment with every listener. hords would have rolled over Czechgoing to have an evening's enter I Roland J. Hahn, late of Thomaston, The Courier-Gazette finds especial ! oslovakia."
"We have sympathy for ChamberWidow’s Counsel Says It tainment. further details of whicn deceased, Frances L. Hahn of Mal pleasure with Dr. Gray’s handling lain." said the speaker, “but are
den, 'Mass., admx; David C. Rob of the subject as it was a compiete
will be given.
Should Not Drop With Most of the Finnish people in bins, late of Hope, deceased, Orrin endorsement of the editorial ut j beginning to ask if we paid too
Indictment Dismissal
this vicinity art citizens and have S. Robibns of Camden, admr.; Al- terances which have appeared in much. We cannot help doubting
if the postponement of the struggle
every intention of making a per zenas L. Robbins, late of Rockport, this newspaper.
Insisting that the dismissal of a manent residence hereabouts, so deceased. Gilbert Harmon of Cam It was entirely fitting that Dr was only temporary. Within 48
murder indictment against Mrs. naturally they take a great deal of den, admr.
Gray should be introduced by a hours, over the radio. I have been
Viola A. Penney in Superior Court, interest in community affairs. Last
Petition for Confirmation of Bates College graduate, Joseph E. hearing Berlin lambaste England
Auburn, Wednesday, should be fol June a Finnish-American celebra Trustee granted: Estate Mabel Blaisdell, "We are very proud, " and severely criticizing America
lowed by an investigation that will tion was held at the Community Cabot Sedgwick, late of Boston, said Principal Blaisdell, “to have What has the Munich Pact to do
bring to justice the actual killer of Building at which time the Finnish Mass., deceased, Henry L. Shattuck Bates recognized as one of the I with us? It may have much to do
John W. Penney, Auburn filling- people received a great deal of help of Boston. Mass., and Paul C. Cabot finer colleges of the East, its suc I indirectly with our foreign policy.
] I predict that in the course of the
station proprietor last May, and and consideration from their Ameri of Needham. Mass., trustees.
cess due to the wise methods of
1 next few months you will find the
that the widow humiliated by the can friends. In appreciation of
Petitions for License to Sell Real the administration, represented by
I German government going out to
suspicion that was cast on her is their kindness, the Finnish people
Dr.
Gray.
”
Estate granted: Estates, Edward
get its place in the sun.
entitled to such a conclusion, was wish to reciprocate and so are hav
Brown late of Thomaston, deceased, The distinguished speaker pre
Dr. Gray did not enlarge upon
the gist of a public statement on ing an entertainment at the Com
ferred
his
address
with
special
ref

presented by Stonle W. Jameson of
(this cryptic remark—and it was
the case, Thursday, by her counsel. munity Building, the proceeds of
erence
to
the
wave
of
horror
caused
Camden. Exx.; Elva M. Delano, late
j not necessary for him to do so.
"In fairness to Mrs. Penney and which will be used to pay for the
of Friendship, deceased, presented by the unspeakably and dastardly
He speke of the Pan-Germanism
her family, the police should not al cupboards.
acts
which
have
recently
occurred
by Melvin Lawry of Friendship,
whioh
has formerly existed in the
low this case to drop at this point.
As with the case of Mother Hub admr.; Lucy C. Farnsworth, late of in Germany.
South American countries and de
Tlie persons who killed John Pen bard's cupboards, so it is with the
“
I
share
in
the
sentiment
ex

Rockland, deceased, presented by
clared that what has been happen
ney should be found and brought to Community Building Kitchen cup
Boston Safe Deposit and Trust pressed by President Roosevelt,” ing under Hitler is an extension
Justice," was a prominent sentence boards. They are bare! But tt is
said
Dr.
Gray.
“
It
Is
at
least
one
Company of Boston, Mass., trustee.
| of the Pan-German idea.
tn the statement, by Donald W. hoped that someone will realize the
Petition for Adoption granted: case where we are ln complete sym
The open forum kept President
Webber.
great need of dishes at the build Joseph Urquahart O'Belme of pathy.
Gray answering questions nearly
ing and see to it that the cupboards Rockland, adopted by Florence E. "We must be careful, however in
half an hour after the lecture was
NOTICE TO MARINERS
this wave of emotion. I do not be
are plentifully filled. We do not
Seacoast—Old Anthony Lighted ask these for ourselves but for the McLain of Rockland. Name changed lieve it has the approval of the ma over, and among those who par
ticipated in the running fire of
Whistle Buoy 22—Chara'.'.eristi; cl benefit of the Community Building to Joseph Eugene McLain.
jority of the German people. I
Petition for License to sell Per
comment was "Uncle John” Kelllight to be changed about Nov. 21.
know
that
many
of
them
do
not
The cupboards will soon be com
sonal Estate granted: Estate Mil
enberger, a beloved member of the
to flashing white every 10 seconds,
stand for that sort of thing. Any
pleted. at which time the public
flash 2 seconds, eclipse 8 seconds. is invited to go up and view thc dred IPerry Putnam, late of Rock feeling of horror and antagonism Men's League who formerly be
longed in Switzerland.
port. deceased, presented by Harold
should not be applied to the Ger
result.
Selim
Ruhomaa. Enul
S. Davis of Camden, exr.
Daniel W. Chick and Sidney
man people as a whole.”
Rivers and John Ojanpera have
Petition for Change of Name Dr. Gray told of an exchange Monroe were admitted to member
done the carpentry and Krusti
granted: Frances Forchheimer of student from Germany who did not ship.
Nuppula the painting.
The nice supper evoked much
Camden, name changed to Frances dare voice his thoughts in public
Helvi Rivers
praise.
Elizabeth Perry.
i without permission of his governAccounts Allowed: Frederick A. Iment. Permission was sought from
OCEAN VIEW
MADE 320 ARRESTS
Ripley, minor, of Washington. 6th the German consul in Boston, who
BALL ROOM
j and final account presented by replied that the student's address
I An October Summary Shows That
Frank H. Ingraham of Rockland, would first have to be submitted
the State Police Wore Busy.
j gdn.; Leonard C. Stetson, late of to the German ambassador in
Thomaston, deceased, first and final Washington.
State Police made 320 arrests dur
; account presented by Helen L
He told of the savagery wroug.it ing the month of October, accord
STARS OF WEEI
End
your
insurance
prob

j Stetson, exx.; Frederick A. Ripley, upon the Jews because of the act of ing to a report issued Wednesday
With CORA DEAN
and LITTLE WILLIE
lems once and for all?
late of Hope, deceased, 3d and final ja half-crazed Polish boy In shoot- , by Capt. J. H. Young, Jr., executive
.
10 Vaudeville Acts 10
tr. account presented by Frank H. ing a member of the German staff. officer. During the month, the de
Ask us today to make a
i Ingraham of Rockland, trustee: The Jews not only have to pay a partment investigated 140 accidents,
THURS., NOV. 24
study of your Insurance
George R. Cazallls, late of Cushing, fine of a billion marks but have ln which 17 persons were killed and
Community Building
needs and submit detailed
!
deceased.
2nd and final account to pay for all of the damage done 50 injured.
Benefit Rockland Fire Dept.
recommendations. No ob
presented by Lizzie E. Young exx.; to their property.
130-131&136-140
14.747 passenger cars were In
Olive M. Ripley, minor, of Washing- I "These persecutors look and act spected. 15 not properly registered,
ligation or pressure.
' ton. 6th account presented by Frank like madmen." said Dr. Gray, "but 61 with defective brakes. 1616 with
i H. Ingraham, gdn.; Helen M. Wil | we should keep our indignation fo defective lights. 215 with other de
DANCE TONIGHT AT
liams. late of Rockland, deceased, cused on the few in the raddle and fective equipment.
first and final account presented by not include in our righteous wrath
E. C. MORAN. CO,
4345 trucks were inspected and
DAMARISCOTTA
Annette A. Keighley, exx.; William the entire German people. Germany 403 weighed; of this number 43
DANCING EVERY SATURDAY
INC.
T. Hocking, late of Tenant's Har is in the hands of gangsters who were overloaded. 858 with defective
LLOYD RAFNELL and his
425
MAIN
ST.,
ROCKLAND
bor. deceased, first and final ac may have fine ideals, but use bad lights. 35 with defective brakes. 80
ORCHESTRA
count presented by Winifred T. practices.”
Thanksgiving Ball. Thurs. Nov. 24
TFL. 98
with no mirror. 81 not propelry
Large Enjoyable Fireplace
Hocking, admr.; Robert U. Collins, Dr. Gray discussed the Munich marked. 13 overwidth, 173 with
139
No Parking Worry
139* It
late of Rockland, deceased. 2nd ac Pact at some length telling of the other defective equipment. 17 not
count presented by Frank H. Ingra chorus of applause which It re properly registered. 19 with no op
ham of Rockland, admr.; Sarah E. ceived from the nations of Europ' erator's license, and 18 with no
Kilmer, late of Friendship, deceased, and the intensity of the sigh of re chauffeur's license.
first and final account presented lief which came from them as a
The report also showed: Total
by Sarah K. Jameson, admx.; Gran whole. No one could listen to them fines. $4607; costs. $1893; increased
ville E. Carleton and Florence without feeling that Chamberlain registration, 557; value of stolen
DINE NEXT THURSDAY
Carleton, minors, of Rockport, first had won a great triumph, and that property recovered. $3150.
WITH THE FAMILY
account presented by Knox County the Germans gave him more ap
At The
Trust Company of Rockland, gdn.; plause than they did their beloved
Horace W. Robbins, late of Camden, Hitler. There is no doubt that
deceased, first account presented Europe was on the brink of war.
by E. A. Robbins, admr.
and that the four powers were un
Petitions for Probate of Will pre dertaking to seek "peace without
FULL COURSE
sented for notice: Hattie P. Piper, honor."
late of Rockport, deceased. Fred E. After the first wave of enthu
R. Piper of West Hartford. Conn., siasm came a growing doubt as to
TEL. 620
named admr. c.ta; Edwin V. Shea, whether the price we paid was
for
late
of South Thomaston, deceased. worth the while. It left the Ger
Reservations
GRILL ROOM SERVICE
The First National Bank of Rock man Reich absolutely dominant in
land named exr.; Harriet Hart Dun Central and Southern Europe.
bar. late of North Kingstown. R. I., The speaker told of the gradual
deceased, petition for probate of change which has taken place since
Fcfreign Will, no appointment Hitler took charge five and oneEAT YOUR
asked; James H. Simonton, late of half years ago, stressing the Inva
Rockport, deceased, Adelaide R. F. sion of the Rhineland, the union
Prince of Camden named exx.; with Austria and the building of
Jeremiah N. Farnham, late of Rock fortifications which precluded the
AND
land. deceased, Maggie B. Farnham possibility of France making a
of Rockland named exx.; Herbert H. quick advance.
AT THE HOME OF
Plumer, late of Union, deceased. From the day the Munich Pact
Oscar
B. Plumer of Oorham, named was signed Germany has been in
MRS. CHARLES BECKETT
A thrill that comes to few was
admr. c.t.a.
absolute control, excepting the ter
Upper Mechanic Street, Camden
ritory west of the Rhineland. France the lot of Alderman R. Lewis Cates
Petition
for
Distribution
present

DINNERS SERVED BY APPOINTMENT
yesterday when he took a tened for notice: Estate Orren P. Hup lost its system of alliances.
139-140
TELEPHONE CAMDEN 526
minute stroll on the bottom of
We
ought
to
be
interested
in
per. late of St. Oeorge. deceased,
presented by Roscoe H. Hupper of Roumania, the speaker said be Rockland harbor at high water. In
cause there are 70,000 Baptists there. cidentally it fulfilled one of hls life
New York, N. Y„ exr.
long ambitions, to actually go down
Accounts presented for notice: Germany took 12,000 square miles
in a diver's suit. The experience was
Fred W. Bessey. late of Union, de of Czechoslovakia territory and Po
had through courtesy of Diver Ber
land
and
Hungary
have
been
acting
ceased, first and final account pre
nier of Biddefrod who is doing the
sented by Josephine E. Bessey, like jackals for their share. The
underwater work in connection with
chief
industries
of
Czechoslovakia
admx.; Orren P. Hupper, late of St.
the raising of steamer Vina! Haven.
Oeorge, deceased, first and final ac are under the control of Germany
TONIGHT—SATURDAY
which
finds
there
iron,
glass
and
count presented by Roscoe H. Hup
COMMUNITY BUILDING
per. exr.; Elizabeth D. Moody, late other raw materials which it needs.
EVERYBODY IS INVITED
TURKEYS!
of Camden, deceased, first and final Czechoslovakia will become a third
I am dressing 40 Fancy Birds at
BASKETBALU-7.00 TO 9.00
account presented by Louise K. or fourth class agrarian State—and my residenee in Washington, on
U. S. S. Yorktown vs. Community Bldg. Team
Ogier, exx.; Mabel Cabot Sedgwick, that was the kind of a surgical oper Nov. 20. Come and pick yours.
DANCING 9.00 TO 12.00
MERLE E. SIDELINGER
late of Boston, Mass., deceased, ation which Chamberlain stood for.
PUBLIC CORDIALLY INVITED
Washington, Me.
The German population in Swit
first
and
final
account
presented
by
139*lt
137-139
zerland is much worried. It Is uniEllery Sedgwick, exr.

The Penney Case

DANCING
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His Wish Came True

Saturday
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PERRYS SET AN EXAMPLE

“The Black Cat”

The committee of Knox County General Hospital w<re greatly
encouraged in their efforts to finance their immediate needs by a
generous rheck of $100 sent by the M. B. & C. O. Perry Markets and
Coal Co. This firm is always to the fore whin civic needs are
suggested and by their generous response they stand for staunch
support for Roefcland and Knox County's efforts for upbuilding, and
encourage others to help. This response is greatly appreciated by
the committee as are all other generous responses. The hospital
still needs more, so send your Thanksgiving offering as soon as
possible.

IN GOWNS OF OTHER YEARS
An Interesting Feature of the Second Annual
Hobby Show
Here and there new hobbyists are
searching for additions to a new col
lection. The local library will assist
the beginners.
The second annual Hobby Show
ended last night after a three-day
period. Rev. C. H. Olds and Mrs.
Olds, general chairmen, feel grate
ful over the success of the event.
All committee members willingly as
sisted to make hobbies known to old
and young.
Mrs. Horatio Cowan, chairman of
the entertainment hobbles, provided
excellent stage performances Wed
nesday and Friday nights, while
Oeorge Sleeper directed Thursday's
show.
The program for Wednesday night
included Miss Florence Molloy s
School of the Dance:

kin street. Albert W. McCarty was
ln charge of the make-up.
Thursday's Performance
George Sleeper with his legerde
main of Maine.
Beverley Cogan, Ronald Lord, Jr..
tap dance, in colonial costume.
Polly Havener, singing.
Bernice and Kenneth Post, sing
ing.

By Die Roving Reporter

Old papers saved: The Rockland
Opinion of Sept. 23, 1881, containing
an account of the death of PreslI dent James A. Garfield, victim of
an assassin's bullet. In the same
Issue was the story of the triple
shooting in the home of David M.
Robbins near South Hope.
I never pass in the vicinity of thc
High School building without think
ing of poor old Simon Trueworthy
and hls rock salt gun. Gone are the
unsavory quarters which he occu
pied just south of the school build
ing. but no pupil ln those days, if
now living, will ever forget the
anger of the sorely beset owner.
Nobody ever thought of answering
the school bell without showering
rocks upon the roof of Simon Trueworthy's house. And no survivor
of that period has ever ceased to
wonder what miscreant set fire to
the 111-smelllng structure.

Friday Night
The Finnish program was enjoyed.
The Jolly Toilers, 4-H Club mem
bers include- Ida Harjula. Helen
Johnson, Edna Ranta, Ellen Stein,
Dorothy Johnson. Eleanor Nelson.
Sylvia Korpinen. Elaine Risteen and
A musical extravaganza with a
Edith Sawyer, who gave a Finnish cast of 1000. costing at least $500,000
dance. There was music by Lewis to produce, is to be put on by Billy
Tap dance.
Virginia Chapman Tabbutt and Albert Harjula; sing Rose, at the New York World's Fair
Airplane toe dance.
Cynthia Brown ing by Mrs. Emma Johnson; guitar
1939. It is to have a modern
Tap dance.
Master Sherwln Forbus
Roller skate tap,
Murphy sisters by Wilfred Erkila.
American theme,
with songs,
Tap dance.
Nadine Fuller
Then a second presentation of dances, dialogue, tableaux and large
Ballet number.
Marjorie Mills
Tap.
Ruth Robinson
the period gowns.
choruses of pretty girls, and it will
Toe Tap dance.
Norma Ramsdell
Duet.
After the stage hobbies of the be produced In the 10.000-seat
Olorla Studley. Master Ralph Stone
evenings were enjoyed, the crowd of Fountain Lake Amphitheatre, which
Eccentric number
Thompson Sisters
Acrobatic.
Barbara Newbert
hobbyists gazed once more at the has an island stage.
Song.
Group
great collection of booths and their
The period gowns, modeled by local displays, sent messages and started
What is the oldest house ln Rock
interested persons followed the
out for a real hobby—a personal col land? Just io start the argument
dancing. Much enthusiasm was lection with a new inspiration.
going I offer the Perry house ln
shown as the persons appeared:
Maverick square.
Mrs. Frederick Bird, in alpaca aft
ernoon gown, 1838. loaned by Mrs.
The publication of the old Central
Henry B Bird.
Club roster created much Interest
Miss Barbara Lamb, afternoon Were Killed During Five- on the part of old residents. N. F.
gown. 1840. loaned by Mrs. Everett
C bb is authority for the statement
Day Open Season — So that only six of the members there
Mills.
Miss Shirley Stanley, afternoon
Reported
listed are now living.
dress and hat, 1840 loaned by Mrs.
Maine's pheasant population did
The 9-year-old granddaughter of
Mills.
Mrs. Walter Barstow, evening not decrease to any great extent Col. and Mrs. I. Leslie Cross recent
during the recent five day open ly attended a ball in Belfast and
gown, 1840. loaned by Mrs. Mills.
Mrs W. O. Fuller. Informal din season on the birds. Die Fish and told the folks on her return that she
ner dress. 1860. Montpelier, a gift Oame Department, still seeking re had a perfectly wonderful time. "I
ports from hunters on the number danced The Woman of the Lake,”
from Miss Watts.
Miss Laura Pomeroy, tea party, of pheasants killed, said incomplete she said triumphantly. This should
1869, parasol, loaned by Mrs. H. records showed “very few” biids afford many older readers a smile.
had been shot between Nov. 10 and
Allen.
Nothing can exceed a grand
Miss Louise Veazie. ball gown 15.
"tye would like to receive from mother's love unless it be that of a
1874. grandmother, loaned by Mary
each pheasant hunter." Fish and dog's. So a New York woman
Fuller Veazie.
learned to her sorrow the other
Misses Patricia Hall, Charlotte Oame Commissioner George J. Stoday when she undertook to lift her
Cowan, mother. Charlotte Buffum, bie said, "the number of birds shot
year-old-grandchild from a cradle,
and
location
where
killed
for
our
child. 1869 Louise Fickett.
j The dog unaccustomed to see any
Miss Marie Berry, 1880, made by records."
body handle the child excepting the
Reports
from
wardens
md'cited
local dressmaker. Miss Day, loaned
parents, immediately attacked the
most
of
pheasants
shot
were
taken
by Mrs. Russell Bartlett.
woman who was so badly bitten that
Miss Nancy Howard, blue after from sections of Cumberland and
she had to be taken to a hospital.
York
counties.
noon gown. 1880, loaned by Mrs. B.
Die short open season Is the first
B. Smith.
Tlie population of the United
ever
declared on pheasants In
MLss Carol Hall. Mrs. Rockland re
States now exceeds 130.000.000. Yet
Maine.
tiring in 1885.
Iflere are some nations which think
Mrs. Diane Cameron putting little
they can sass Uncle Sam with im
Miss Rockland to bed, 1885.
punity.
—e
MLss Corinne Smith, tea gown,
A Rockland professional man
1863. loaned by Mrs. Mary Veazie and
The Disposal of Corn Stub likes ice cream so well he eats It by
Mrs. Babbidge.
the quart, and generally buys an
ble Will Help Cheat thc extra quart for a Warren friend
Miss Betty Beach, tea gown. 1885.
worn by Mrs William W. Spear.
who has a similar weakness. The
Com Borer
Miss Dorothy Howard, tea gown,
Rockland man doesn’t care what
from Mrs. E, D. Spear's wedding
Ninety-five percent of Maine com kind of Ice cream It Is, so long as
trousseau, 1891; bonnet by Mrs. Carl growers have complied with the re It is chocolate.
Duff.
quests of the Department of Agri
Premier Mussolini drove Masonry
Mrs. John Pomeroy, party, 1892, culture to plow under the corn stub
ble. but the remaining 5 percent from Italy early ln his regime, and
loaned by Mrs. H B. Bird.
Miss Nileen Beach. Russian blouse, are Jeopardizing the corn canning now Rotary International is to fol
evening gown, worn by Mrs. H. B. industry of the state In refusing low suit Dec. 31. And just see what
Bird at sister's wedding, loaned by to do their part toward eliminating Hitler Is doing.
Mrs. H. B. Bird.
the coni borer population. It was
Diursday night's radio told of the
Miss Jessie Olds, dress worn by revealed by Plant Industry Chief,
22-year-old girl who committed
Mrs. C. F. Snow, 1899, at a ball given E L. Newdick
In most cases it Is the small suicide after seeing the picture
ln honor of the Emperor of Japan s
birthday, at the Imperial Hotel, heme garden which has not been "Young Dr. Kildare.” This picture
Tokio; and Miss Inez Bowley as taken care of and which when left was recently shown at Strand The
Lieut. Carlton F. Snow in Mr. Snow's exposed affords the borer a snug atre and was very generally liked.

Very Few Pheasants

Plow It Under

full dress uniform of U. S. Navy,
1899.
Miss Aimie Karl, gay nineties,
blouse, loaned by Mrs. K. Mills; hat,
loaned by Mrs. Ernest Davis.
Mias Ruth Emery, dress worn at
Gcv. William T. Cobb's Inaugural
reception by his daughter, Mrs.
George B. Wood.
Miss Dorothy Sherman, black
satin, 1908, fan by Mrs. H. Allen,
cape by Mrs. H. B. Bird, gown by
Mrs. Oeorge B. Wood.
Miss Carol Hall, gown worn at
Dartmouth commencement, 1914, by
Mrs. Ensign Otis.
Extra: Cleveland Sleeper, Miss
Mary Lamb and Frederick H. Bird,
bathing suits. 1913, loaned by
Thomas C. Stone and Mrs. Rufus
Hall.
Several of the hats were loaned
by Mrs. Ernest C. Davis, Miss Pom
eroy's parasol by Mrs. Varney, Ran

winter home. Newdick .‘aid.
"More than 14.000 individual plots
of corn are grown ln this State each
year,” said Newdick, "and the De
partment is grateful to those who
have seen fit to participate in the
campaign and seeks the co-opera
tion of those who have not compiled
with thc law up to this time."

The fog was so thick along the
New England Coast yesterday
morning that the radio was sending
out caution to avoid one town where
it was especially bad. No motoirst
needs to be told what a heavy fog
is like.
—o—
Thc question in many Rockland
households the coming week should
not be: How large a turkey shall
YOUR FAVORITE POEM we buy? but what can we do for
the family which has neither turkey
A CALL TO PRAYER
nor chicken. —o—
Let us put by some hour of every dav
One year ago: Charles M. Rich
For holy things!—whether It be when
dawn
ardson won the Democratic nomi
Peers through the window-pane, or
when the noon
nation for Mayor defeating James
Flumes, like a burnished topaz, ln thc
Connellan 262 to 105.—The body of
vault.
Or when thc thrush pours In the ear Ellison Colburn of South Hope was
of eve
rt i plaintive monody; some little hour found on the flats at Crockett's
Wherein to hold rapt converse with the
Point, a verdict of accidental
aoul.
From sordidness and self a sanctuary. drowning being rendered.—Mrs. E.
Swept by the winnowing of unseen
C. Payson suffered a fracture of
WlMB
And touched iby the White Light In both wrists when she fell, hanging
elfable!
out clothes.
—Clinton Scollard

The Courier-Gazette
THREE- TIMES-A-WEEK

Except the Lord build the house,
they labor in vain that build it.
Psa. 127: 1.

At The High School

Every-Other-Day
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LIVING STANDARD TO FALL
If Uncle Sam Persists In Penalizing Industry,
President Wyman Says

The Community
Bowling
League

TALK OF THE TOWN

Edwin Kenrlck devoted his an
nual vacation to attendance upon
| the Boston Auto Show.

Frank R. Blackington, salesman,
who recently underwent an ill turn,
Is in serious condition.

The office of Community Build
At the meeting of the Maine Re
ing boasts a large iron safe, gift to publican Women's Club in Belfast
the building from Fred M. Black
Thursday an address was delivered
ington.
Mr. Blackington's crew
whisked the heavy safe in jig time. by Attorney General Franz U. Bur
Many spectators still recall the ease kett in the course of which Mrs
| with which he lifted the grand Lewis O. Barrows was lauded for the
piano through the doors of the part she had played in the Maine
tower room. "Sure it'll go through" campaign. Among the new gover
he said and go it did without a nors elected was Mrs. E. Stewart
Orbeton of West Rockport.
scratch.

Hundreds of pairs of Rockland
ears will be glued to the radio to
The November meeting of tlie day, especial interest being mani
By
Parent-Teacher Association, post fested in the Harvard-Yale game.
poned on account of the evening
RCT1I WARD
Frank S. Sherman, in his early
session of the High School lost
Monday will be held Monday 80s, but resolutely declining to be
The Elks rolled two matches Wed night at 7.45 at the high school idle, has been doing decorative work
nesday afternoon, winning over the building. The business meeting will at his residence on Camden street.
Faculty by 18 pins. Fred Black had be followed by a brief speaking pro Passers-by all had a friendly word.
high total of 312. and high single of gram and get acquainted period,
—
109. closely followed by Joe Topping with refreshments, in the gymna
Everybody stops in front of Willis
with a total of 308 and single 108. sium. Parents of all students in the Ayer's store to view those photo- 1
The Faculty was up one pin at the several schools, interested friends graphs of local athletic teams, most j
end of the first string, and lost the and all city teachers are urged to famous of which are the H.M.B.'s
second- by six, and the third by 13.
polo team and the Warren baseball
attend.
The Lions defeated the Elks in the
team on which Sockalexls. Powers !
second match, coming out on top by Rackliff ................. 91 111 106-307
and Curley played.
11 pins on the total. Doc Soule had
485 479 457 1421
high single of 115, and Charlie Mc
Edward Peaslee, Jr., has obtained
Rice Co. (1)
Intosh high total of 322. The scores:
Oardner ................ 96 82 116—294 a position with the Crowell PublishElks l4)
Ronco .................... 85 76 87—248 I ing Co. in Providence. He was acSimmons i.. ............ 85 103 93—281 Carter ................... 90 104 89- 283 j companied thither Thursday by his
McIntosh ........... 88 80 85—253 Walker .................. 98 103 95—296 grandfather. Edward Gonia. who
Black ....... ........... 99 104 109—312 Cargill ,.................. 93 99 90— 282 found the Rhode Island metropolis
........... 91 85 106—282
Roes
462 464 477 1403 restored almost to normalcy since
............ 91 80 88—259
Brewer
the tropical hurricane.
The Post Office topped the Lions
454 452 481 1387 Thursday night for five points, win
Maine residents who wish to send
Faculty 111
ning by 115 pins on the total. Win Christmas presents to the Hawaiian
Flanagan |. ........... 86 96 103—285 field Chatto rolled 321 for high total Islands for delivery before the holi
Bowden .... ............ 77 80 77—234 and Dick Perry had second high day, wiU have to do their mailing
McCarty .... ........... 103 90 90—283 total of 306. Chatto and Joe Beau within the next few days, according
90 79 90—259 lieu tied with 117 for high single to a schedule released by Postmaster
Cole
99 101 108—308 string.
Topping
Edward C Moran. Mail boats bear- j
The Elks were up 117 pins at tho ing pre-Christmas mall will sail,
455 446 468 1 369 end of the match with Kiwanis. all from San Francisco Dec. 6. 9. 13 and j
five points going to the winning 16—the latter date being the lajff
Lions 14)
team. Austin Brewer rolled a 122 sailing on which mail will be de- )
100—293 for high single, and 307 for high livered in the islands prior to the
Sleeper ................... 102
78—254 total. The scores:
Alien .......................... 96
holiday.
Newman .................. 89
85 -254
Post Office 15)
85 99 101—285 McPhee ..... .......... 80 91 97—268
Soule
100 115 103—318 T. Perry
.......... 103 83 93—279
GET A BEAUTIFUL
— Chatto ....... ......... 117 93 111—321
472 456 476 1404 D Perry
......... 101 110 95—306
NEW
Rackliff
81 78 103—262
Elks 11)
483 455 499 1436
Simmons ........
95 91 80—266
Lions lOI
McIntosh ......
105 103 114—322
87 75 68-230 j
Black ............. ...... 78 92 87—257 Annis ...
103 79 80—262 j
Roes ...........
93 74 114—281 Hary ......
90 96 94—280 j
Brewer
92 84 91—267 Sleeper
Beaulieu
82 117 85-284
91 80 94—265
463 444 486 1 393 Soule
453 447 421 1321
• • • o
PLAY POPULAR SONGS BY
Feyler’s were the victims Wednes
Elks (5)
day night of the A. & P., both teams
CHRISTMAS
for the most part rolling low scores. Berliawskv ......... 100 102 92—294
Accordion with Case, Instruc
87 no 99— 206
Ralph Clarke had high single string McIntosh ............
tion Bcok. and Private Lessons by
94
Simmons
............
82
90
—
266
of 110. and Roy Hobbs had high
Competent Local Teacher, on a
95 96 100—291
total. 292. Feyler's were down 26 Black .................
“Pay As You Play" Plan.
pins at the end of the first trial, and Brewer ............... . 122 89 96—307
Ask us about our easy way to
498 479 477 1454
gained ten on the second, losing
own and play this most popular
Kiwanis
10)
musical instrument.
again in the third by 37 pins, the
match going to the A. & P by 53 Grossman .............. 76 88 88—252
Lamb ..................... 81 77 80—238
pins.
Russell ......
82 96 88—266
Rice Co. won one point from Post
Miller .................... 108 98 86—292
Office, the Post Office winning the)
ROCKLAND, ME.
Brackett ......
90 98 101—289
match by 18 pins on the total. Rice
437 457 443 1337
was down 23 pins in the first string,
-■■ ■ ■
■
,
and went down 15 more in the sec
ond. gaining only 20 of them back
in the third. Dard Rackliff rolled I
the high total of 307, and Bob Gard
ner had high single of 116 The ,
scores:
A. A F. 14)
Clarke ................... 110 77 75—282
Mazzeo .................. 94 80 81—255:
Anderson .............. 33 81 96—257 .
86 82 80—248
Harding ....
Hobbs ..... .............. 88 102 102—292

Walter S. Wyman, president of and at the end of that time owned a
i the Central Maine Power Company, two-story brick house, two barns
warned Tuesday that the American and considerable stock.
(By The Pupils)
standard of living will inevitably fa'l Today, he predicted, if that farm
_____
j if the Federal Government con- bouse and stock were given to the
Rockland High has been invited tinues its policy cf penalizing in- average resident he would “be sold
by the State Department of Educa- custry with wage-hour restrictions out in 10 years in 99 cases out of
tion to participate in the sixth an- and inviting competition from 100." To hold the farm the owner
nual series of the “Maine Schools abroad by lowering the tariff walls, would have to be hard-working and
of the Air" programs, which arc
He told a joint meeting of the Ki- pleasure- ignoring, Mr. Wyman said.
heard this year over the Yank'.? ’ wanis and Rotary Clubs in Portland
He mentioned an American
Network at 3 o’clock Sunday after that this situation "cannot go on" manufacturer who has discovered a
noons, from the school auditoriums, He declared his belief that the method of making a fabric lighter
before a "full house.' Program for j American people will not submit to end stronger than silk from coal, air
the next three Sundays will be given ) a leduction in their living standard, and water This “short cut," with
by South Portland High. Edwar-.i and he added, they should not be out benefit of growing plants, was
Little and Bangor High. Plans nr? fcrced to.
said by the speaker to be indicative
"We must get back to working of the "sharp challenge" to present
being made for Rockland High to
lcng enough to make a living.'' lie industrial methods, a challenge
broadcast January 1.
» • • *
asserted “We cannot do it in 10 which will be felt in Maine if the
An “Ask it Basket” program is hours (a week), nor 20 hours, and I project is successful.
being planned in the Junior Busi- doubt if we can make it in 40 . Wo Mr. Wyman exprersed faith in the
r.ess Training classes with Ernest ought to make it possoble for pri- common sense of Maine people.
Dondis and William Burns in! vate industry to make a profit. Un Perhaps, he said. Maine industry
charge.
iless this “ possible, our whole capi-' will never grow to the size of in
. . . .
talistic system will fall.
dustries elsewhere, but we “shall
The Lion's Ciub gave a dinner at
“There must be a way to do it. have a population that wants busi
The Thorndike Hotel fcr the foo.- We must find it. We cannot do it ness to prosper and be advantageous
ball squad Wednesday. All sang by saying two and two don't make| to everyone concerned."
“America ' before the repast began four "
Recently, he raid, newspapers car
A dinner of baked haddock, string, Referring to tariff reductions, the | ried a story in which it was said
beans, mashed potato and rolls was j Augusta industrialist said that throe, that a mammoth project was to be
topped off with cake and chocolate months after a new product reaches started by which the output of
ice cream. Songs were sung after retail stores from American fac- electrical-manufacturing concerns
dinner by all. Captain Keryn Rice toriea, a Japanese-made product, would be speeded up to make a
sang a solo, “Holy Friar.-’ After)fully as good, reaches the same 1.000000 kw capacity. He inferred
dinner speeches were made by stores. Its cost, he said, is about that such a project could not be
Principal Joseph E. Blaisdeil. Don- two-thirds of the amount required considered tremendous at all, be
aid A. Matheson, football mentor, to manufacture it in the State of cause within the past two or throe
and Captain Austin Billings. Father Marne
years Maine's three largest power
Kenyon, Frank Tlrrell and Frank
Mr. Wyman devoted much of his companies installed 30.000 kw de
A Winslow each gave short talks talk to changes in Maine industry, vices “and this power is being used.”
with Mr. Winslow acting as chair- comparing the present with the If the million kilowatts were divided
man for the Lions. Mr. Mathes an past. He said his grandfather among the states of the Union,
and Mr Blaisdeil praised the foot- bought an 160-acre farm, paid 110 Maine's share would be only 10.000.
ball team for their spirit and co- foi it to the State worked 40 yea-s he said.
operation throughout th? season. -----------------------------------------------Rockland football boys gave the Havener; Chorus of Dream Spirits: of fudge, cakes and punch were
Lions a hearty cheer fcr their gen Dotty, Beverly and Polly Havener; sold by Dotty Havener.
erosity. led by “Little George ’ Mary Perry, Joan Ripley. Leona
• • • •
Huntley.—Oliver Hamlin
Flanders. Barbara Kennedy. Doro
“For the Glory of Tech," a short
• • • •
thy Goodnoll, Joan Look and Mary play was presented at the evening
"Where Mileage Begins." a silent Wotton. The remaining members session by Mrs. Smith's Sophomore
picture was shown before Miss de- of the glee clubs will be the carol Speech classes with this cast: “Ray
Rochemont's Civics class Thursday singers.
Jacobs,” Christy Adams; "Mae
»•••
. . . .
Richards." Geraldine Norton; “Jim
Troop 203 had its regular meetAt the evening session held Mon- Daley,” Jack Wood; “Coach Fox
ing Wednesday night Patrol meet- day, 210 parents and friends visited King." Perry Margeson; “Dynamite
ings were held followed by business senior High. As in other years, Holden.” Alaric Pearson; Narrator,
meeting at which 17 members were visitors were asked to register for James Moulaison. "Parsons." Clar
present. A hike was planned for their favorite class, and registra- ence Butler; “Briggs." Ernest Har
Saturday. Elmer Small. Charle.- tions this year showed the fresh- rington; "Speed Nater," Elmer
Libby. Maynard Green. Charle- man class to be the most popular Pinkham; "Taylor,” Harold Tol
Weed, Malcolm Ingraham and Hus- wtth the visitors. At the evening man; sound technicians, Edward
sell Williamson were selected to be j.EsSion of the Junior High held Law and Russell Williamson; stage
on duty at the Hobby Show In- Tuesday evening, there were 140 manager, Ritchie Linnell. Opening
spection and testpassing were held guests with 70 registering for each exercises were lead by Ruth Sea
in the gym. A game of basketball class.
bury and Malcolm Ingraham. —
was played after which the met ushers Monday night were Grant Geraldine Norton
• • • •
ing was closed with the Scout oath Davis.
Harold Heal.
ar.d taps —Charles Libby
Perry Howard. James Moulaison. Sixty-three members were pres
• • • •
Christy Adams. Myron Cummings, ent at the first meeting of the Ju
The football squad had its pic and John Storer. Ushers Tuesday nior High Dramatic Club which
ture taken Wednesday by Ernest r.ignt were Barrett Jordan. Lincoln met Friday in the Library with
Blackington.
McRae. Anson Olds. David Bicknell, Miss Nichols. Parker Worrey was
elected president.
and Shelby Glendenning.
Representatives from this school
• • • •
to the Annual Boys' Conference held
In Mr Smith's Sophomore Speech
MARTINSVILLE
458 422 434 1314
this weekend at Lewiston-Auburn classes. Lucy Thompson was the
are Grant Davis, William Cum first to join the Explorers' Club,
Feyler's
11)
"Be Ye Thankful" will be the sermings. James Moulaison and John
Gross ..... .............. 84 89 79—252 j
Storer. There are also representa Johnson third. In order to be ad- j fhe Ridge at 10 30. This is Com Feyler
.............. 105 80 77—262
tives from the “Comrades of the mitted they had to learn 25 poems munion Sunday. The Bible School Gregory . .............. 81 77 88—246
Way": Perry Howard, Richard from the Treasure Chest
will convene at 11.30. The evening Freeman .............. 75 90 79—244
Spear, Robert Smith, Ralph Cowan.
............... 87 96 74—257 j
service will be in church at 7 Moran
Richard Karl, and Harold Heal.
Mid-week
service
will
be
Boys' Varsity and Junior Varsity o'clock,
The group left Friday noon, accom basketball practice began Wednes Wednesday at 7 p. m.
432 432 397 1261
• • • •
panied by Mr. DeVeber.
Whooping cough is prevalent
day evening.
• • • •
Post Office (4)
• • » •
among the younger people of this
An assembly program by Miss
McPhee .............. 95 87 78—260
Only three days cf school next community.
Erown’s geography classes was pre week, due to Thanksgiving recess.
Miss Marguerite Watts has re T. Perry .............. 98 90 93—281
sented Tuesday evening, each pupil
• * » •
98 88 99—285
turned from visiting Miss Ellen W. Chatto
representing Americas’ Republics
Reports cards will be given out Cameron in Bath.
D. Perry . .............. 103 103 82—288
Following devotions, flag .-alute. and next Wednesday.
• • • •
singing of "America," an introduc
An Erpi Educational picture "The
tion was given by Leona Lothrop.
The republics represented were House Fly" was shown to the biology 1
Argentina, Cynthia Brown; Brazil. class Wednesday morning.
....
Vivian Hussey; Bolivia. Mary RamsMr. Smith has named these as
t’ell; Chili. Barbara Boardman;
Columbia, Shirley Barnes; Cos,a sistants in the Senior Class play:
Rica. Grace Bowley. Cuba.. Alice Business manager. Agnes Johnson.
Cross; Ecuador. Leona Flander.; ass*stant' Maude Johnson; advertisSalvador. Leona Welman; Guate- ing' <-}rant Davis, assistant. Erleen
mala, Marjorie Mills; Haiti. Max- Cates: ticket campaign, Byrnice
ine Oliver; Honduras Edith Clark: Havener, assistant, Eleanor Carter;
Mexico, Louise Smith; Nicaragua l)rcSram book. Edith Gray, gssisPauline Beal; Panama, Kathleen' fflnf- Victoria Anastasia, head ushWeed; Paraguay. Dorothy Good- ]€r- Muriel Baum; costume mistress.
now; Peru. Ruth Hatch Uraguav.!Ione
lone Louraine;
^uraine; stage
srage manager.
Clubs May Be Opened At Any Time
Gloria Mills; Venezuela. Betty Pay- Richard Karl, assistant Richard
son; United States. Bertha Cccmbs Fisher; electrician, Edward Law,
First Payment Due Dec. 5, 1938
The accompanist was Nancy Parker Property manager Katherine Jor• • • .
dan.
Joan Philbrook has tc n s "reCLASSES
A Thanksgiving Social was held
tary to Principal Blaisdeil this
last evening hy Junior High, with
week. Office boys on duty were
.25 Per Week
turkeys.
Pilgrims
and
orange
Perley Bartlett, Myron Cummings,
streamers decorating the gym. This
.50 Per Week
William Mack. William Burn. Shel
don Billings. Keith Alien, Earle entertainment, in charge of Paul
$1.00 Per Week
Lymbumer, and Charles Huntley. ine Havener was given in the audi
torium: "Cathedral In the Pines"
$2.00 Per Week
A food sale for the benefit of the and “Garden of the Moon," Girl's
Girls' Athletic Association is being' Glee Club; tap dance, Esther Mun$5.00 Per Week
held this afternoon on 3d fleer f *= : Piano rolo, Elaine Poust; vocal
Senter Crane's. Beverly Harmon ; rolo. “Little Old Lady," Joyce
Present Club Closes November 26
Dorothy Melvin, Hilda £)x ar and' Cables; dance, Barbara Kennedy
Barbara Murray will be salesgirls. .■■ong, Donald and Morton Estes.
Payment Will Be Made December I
Donald Kalloch, Charles Fernald.
Don't bake, come In and buy
and Lincoln McRae; piano solo,
The Girls' and Boys’ Junior High Virginia Glidden; tap dance, Doro
Glee Clubs are rehearsing for thy Havener and Leona Flanders;
“PtCcola," an operatta with this sketch, "Daisy,” Mary Wotton and
cast: “Piccola." Joyce Cables; Mary Perry; piano solo, Christine
Rockland, Camden, Union, Vinal Haven, Warren
“Catherine," Maxiiff Oliver; “J an." Newhall. A fortune telling booth
Virginia Witham; "Marie," Bertha was in charge of Kathleen Weed
Coombs; Christmas Spirit. Beverly and Eleanor Tracy. Refreshments

HILLCREST HOMESTEAD
ROUTE ONE—SOUTH WARREN

Superior Baked Bean Supper, Sat. Nights, 40c
*

Includes Home-Boiled llam, Hot Biscuits, Pumpkin Pie
Served After 4 P. M., Saturdays

Full Course Chicken or Duck Dinners Sunday 85c
Served Every Sunday from 12 to 7 P. M.
“Special attention given at all times to Bridge Parties and Clubs"
FOR RESERVATIONS, TEL. WARREN 3-41

GIVE YOUR WIFE A VACATION!

THANKSGIVING DAY
TAKE THE FAMILY TO

HOTEL ROCKLAND
For a Delicious, Well Served

DINNER

^:T.““m S1.00

PLEASE MAKE RESERVATIONS EARLY—TELEPHONE 580
139-140

NEVER LESS THAN

PIANO

FOUR PERCENT PER ANNUM

ACCORDION

Rockland Loan and Building Association has
just made
SEMI ANNUAL DIVIDEND
NUMBER ONE HUNDRED THREE

It was at the rate of FOUR PERCENT PER
ANNUM and it amounted to
$11,800.00
Commence now to make MONTHLY PAYMENTS of any
amount up to $411.00 and be in line for DIVIDEND NUMBER ONE
HUNDRED FOUR next April.

We have SEVERAL THOUSAND DOLLARS to loan each month
on HOMES IN THIS VICINITY

MAINE MUSIC CO.

Rockland Loan & Building Association

nememoer—

Christmas Hift!

Our Annual LAMP SALE
OFFER NO. I

Thia
$4.55 Value

Includes one $3.50 Better
Light-Better Sight, Maple
Combination Table and
Wallamp, one carton of six
Mazda lamps up to and in
cluding 100-watt size, and
one 100-watt Mazda Lamp
... a $4.55 retail value . . .*
all for $2.95.

CHRISTMAS CLUB 1939

KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY

Another
$4.55 Value

OFFER NO. 3

A $1.05
Value for

9.5

90

Consists of any six Mazda Lamps
including all sizes up to 100-watt,
with an extra 100-watt FREE. Each
lamp regularly sells for 15 cents.

You'll want one of these beauti
ful maple lamps the minute you
see it. Made in our neighboring
state of Vermont. It is built on
the Better Light-Better Sight prin
ciple with reflector. This lamp
regularly sells for $4.55. Offer in
cludes one 100-watt bulb FREE.
Features—

CENT
POWt

INE

'MPAMY

ON DISPLAY AT ANY OF OUR STORES

•
•
•
•
•
•

Well Proportioned
Finely Designed
Maple Finish
Distinctive Quality
Good Lighting
Approved Cord

A
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Every-Other-Day
DINE ON

THANKSGIVING
AT

Hillcrest Homestead
ROUTE 1—WARREN
FULL COURSE

1938 NOVEMBER

TURKEY DINNER

FAMILY STYLE
To be served hourly from 1 to 7 P. M.
Reservations may be made up '•» Nov. 23
Telephone WARREN 3-41
1363139

SUN MON TUFS WED THU FRl SAT

1 2 37 5
6 71 8 9 10 n 12
13 14 15 16 17 18 19
20 21 22 23 24 25 26
27 28 29 30

Claremont Commandery will work1
the Temple degree Monday night J
with supper at 6.30.

TALK OF THE TOWN
••COMING EVENTS CAST THEIR
SHADOWS BEFORE”
Nov. 21—Annual
rally of
Knox
County Christian Endeavor Union at
Littlefield Memorial Church.
Nov 21—Knox County C. E Rally at
Littlefield Memorial Church.
Nov. 22—Rockport—Concert by 8chool
Band at Town hall.
Nov
22 - Aippleton — Senior play
Aunt Jerushy on the Warpath" at
Riverside hall.
Nov 23—Ladles* night at the Elks'

Heme.

Nov. 23 —Waldoboro— American Le
gion mass meeting at High School audi
torium.
Nov. 24—Thanksgiving Day.
Nov. 24—Camden—Thanksgiving hall,
auspices of Outing Club, at Opera
House.
Nov. 24—Jimmie At Dick at Commun
ity Building.
Nov. 28—League of Women Voters'
membership meeting.
Nov 30 — Waldoboro — Lions' Club
ladles’ night at Stahl's Tavern.
Dec. 2 — Camden—Senior class play
"lend Me Your Baby" at Opera Houae.
Dec. 0-8—Annual meeting of Maine
State Grange In Augusta
Dee. 7—Annual Methodist Church
fair.
Dec. 8 —Owls Head— Entertainment
and fair by Owls Head Sewing Circle
Dec. 8-8 — “Apron-String Revolt."
Senior play at Rockland High School.
Dec. 9— Thomas ton —Federated Circle
Fair In Congregational vestry
Dee. 9 — Rockport — Senior class
comedy Ttomance for Three” ln Town
hall.

The structure north of E. O. Phil
brook & Son’s garage, occupied
many years as a barber shop, has
been razed.
Mrs. Charles A. Beckett will
serve Thanksgiving and Sunday
dinners at her home, upper Me
chanic St., Camden.

The store at 73 Park street, formrely occupied by C. A. Pease &
Son as an ice cream shop, is being
renovated for use as a beauty parlor.
Federal “no parking" signs have
appeared in the eastern area of the i
Postoffice. Inconsiderate motorists
were making it difficult for Uncle
Sam to carry on his routine busi
ness.

Christmas lights will be In place
Monday with a somewhat improved
plan, though passers-through last
year vowed there was little room
for betterment of Main street elec
trical decoration.

Seldom has any single piece of
public improvement received more
commendatory remarks than the re
surfacing of Tillson avenue. The
important piece of highway certain
Sunshine Society meets Monday ly was in need of attention.
afternoon at tlie Central Maine
rooms for work.
,
i
THANKSGIVING ISSUE
Miss Therese Smith lias moved
from the Camden road, to an apart - I
ment in the Bicknell.

Officers of Golden Rod Chapter.
OES. will meet Sunday at 2 o'clock
for rehearsal for inspection.

Thanksgiving, falling upon our
publication day, next Thursday.
Thp Cnurieu-Gazette will be put
to press Wednesday afternoon.
This timrly notice is given in or
der that advertisers, correspond
ents and other contributors may
gauge their plans accordingly.

Members of Opportunity Class
will take articles for the Thanks
giving baskets to the service Sun
The annual meeting of the Rock
day or Tuesday night.
land Chamber of Commerce will be
held Nov. 28 at Community Build
Rumor is abroad that Rockland's ing with dinner served at 6.30. Tlie
fire Apparatus is to be painted ladles are invited and an interest
white in line with the practice of ing program will be presented.
Auburn. New York city has paint
Trenches are filled and paving
ed its lire apparatus white for a
back in place at the new McLoon
number of years.
Texaco service station with traffic
For the convenience of those who as usual today. Great interest is
wish to join the Red Cross during manifested in the erection of this
the present annual Roll Call drive, station which many say will be the
Mrs. Spear, the Secretary will be most attractive in eastern Maine.
ih ths Red Cross office, Bicknell
Inclement weather which held up
bloc|L Main street. Monday morn
the activities of the diver on the
ing. Nov. 21.
wreck of steamer Vinal Haven also
pumping
operations
A free basketball battle that will postponed
be a battle, topped off with a free which were expected Thuisday.
dance is in order tonight at Com Hie openings have been battened
munity Building, honoring the m»n and it is expected that the craft
from the U. S. S. Yorktown. The will float readily once the pumps are
public is cordially invited to attend started.
the full evenings activities, basket
The third district Council meeting
ball 7 to 9 iand dancing 9 to 12.
of
the American Legion Auxiliary
Austin Brewer is chairman of the
held at Rockland yesterday was well
hospitality committee.
attended. Damariscotta, Thomas
ton and Wiscasset were well repre
Max Klalskin has opened an office sented. Department President Mrs.
for the general practice of law at Olive Tinkham of Lewiston, Mrs.
5 Rockland street, city. He was ad Anna Lovely of Old Town, depart
mitted to the Maine Bar in 1936 ment secretary, and Mrs. Irene Met
and formerly practiced ln Bath.— calf of Wiscasset District, vice
adv.*
president, were present. A fine
musical program was presented by
Geneva Richardson, including se
lections by Emma Harvey, violin,
TURKEY SHOOT
with Dorothy Sherman at the piano.
Thursday, November 24
Marianne Crockett at the piano and
at Kimball Farm
Lillian Joyce singing “Homing.”
397 OLD COUNTY ROAD
Piano selections by Dorothy Sher
DOCKLAND
137*140 man, and selections on the electric
guitar by Edith Jackson. After the
entertainment Mrs. Millie Mathews
of Damariscotta was elected and in
stalled district secretary and treas
urer. The other officers appointed
TO ORDER YOUR
were District chaplain, Edna Young
of Thomaston; historian, Catherine
Libby of Rockland and Sergeant at
Arms, Mrs. Dowling of Wiscasset.
After a very interesting, inspiring
meeting refreshments were served
by Mrs. Anne Alden. Mrs. Hyland
ALL PRICES—ALL SIZES
and their committee.

DO NOT FORGET

CALENDARS
FOR 1939

The
Bald Mountain Co.

BORN
Durrell—At Knox Hospital. Nov in,
to Mr and Mrs John Durrell of War
ren. a daughter—Shirley Ann

Axel E. Brunberg

Tel. 197-W
414 Main St., Rockland
134T-Satl57

BURPEES
%

MORTICIANS

Ambulance Service
TELS. 390 AND 711-1

361-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
119-tf

p

-J
Jk
I
H' *

DIED
Chetwyn—At Bath. Nov. 11. Jessie,
widow of Almon Chetwyn. formerly of
Vinal Haven, aged 72 years
Interment
ln Cummings cemetery. Vinal Haven
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank the many friends
who remembered me with cards, letters
and gifts while I was a patient at the
New England Baptist Hospital
•
Mrs. Cheever C. Ames

CARD OF THANKS
I am taking the medium of The Cou
rler-Oazette to express my greatful
thanks to the many friends who sent
cards, letters, flowers and fruit to me
while ln Knox Hospital; to those doc
tors who each day dropped ln with a
good word of cheer; to the clergyman
who brought splrtual aid; to the Supt
and all the nurses who did their part
to make my stay ln the hospital as
pleasant as possible; and as I left the
hospital so well recovered lt was with
the Prayer that the Lord would richly
bless and prosper our splendid institu
tion.

Granville N. Bachclder

SERMONETTE
Footprints
Books open to us ancient
worlds. By reason of them we
can walk in Che steps of those
who have gone before. Through
the books which make up the li
brary we call the Bible we are
able to reconstruct Abraham's
life and wander with him afieid
from Ur to Eqypt. Moses, the
Kings, priests and prophets,
where they went, their battles,
sins, sufferings and pleasures are
made part of our own lives.
We live over our Saviour's life,
meet His friends, enter their
homes and come io them. Shake
speare. Dickens. Dumas. Balzac
and Thackery bring the peoples
of their day into our homes.
John Burroughs familiarizes
us with Walt Whitman. We see
him large of frame, ruddy of face
wandering through the hospitals
in Washington, after the great
battles; a haversack over his
shoulder filled with fruit. Prom
cot to cot he goes, peeling and
dividing oranges
with
the
wounded. It made no difference,
blue or grey, he cheered and
comforted them alike. We see
President Lincoln watching him
from the White House, as Whit
man sauntered by and hear the
great emancipator say "Well ha
looks like a man.”
Books preserve these pictures
for us of men of other days. We
walk and talk with them and
as our friends. Could anyone de
sire mere than to wish with
Longfellow to so live that we
might leave our own footprints
in the sands of time for other
men to love?—William A. Holman

At the Congregational Church the
unified service of public worship !
and church school is at 10.30 a. m„ |
with the children sharing the wor
ship service and attending their
classes during the sermon. Rev ,
John Smith Lowe, D. D, will be the [
preacher, in the regular fall pulpit I
exchange with the Universalist ,
Church. The young people’s class j
will meet In the church auditorium
with Mr. Olds as teacher, at 12.00 j
o'clock. Comrades of the Way will
meet in the vestry at 6.30 p. m.
I
• • ♦ •
At the Universalist Church Sun
day morning Rev. Corwin Olds wiil
occupy the pulpit in exchange with
Dr. Lowe. H O Heistad will assist
the choir as soloist. The church
school will meet in the vestry at
neon,. Mrs. Glover's class for women
will meet at her residence after the
morning service. Dr. Lowe's class
for men wlll meet In the auditorium
at the same hour.
• * • •
Services at Pratt Memorial
Methodist Episcopal Church tomor
row will be: 9.30, Friendly Men's
Bible Class; 12.00, Baraca Class and
Sunday School; 6.30, Epworth
League and 7.30, evening song by
young people’s chorus, and third of
addresses by pastor on "Helps Today
Prom Ancient Lives..’’ At 10 30 a.
m„ special music by the choir with
Pomona Grange representing Rock
land, Camden, and adjacent com
munities as guests. The sermon.
“Returns of Harvest.”
• • • •
“Soul and Body" is the subject
of the Lesson-Sermon that wlll be
read in all churches of Christ,
Scientist, on Nov. 20. Tlie Golden
Text Is: “Yea. in tlie way of thy
judgments. O Lord, have we waited
for thee; the desire of our soul is
to thy name, and to tlie remem
brance of thee." (Isaiah 26:8*. The
citations from the Bible include the
[following passages: "O Ood. thou
art my God; early will I seek thee;
| my soul thirsteth for thee, my flesh
longeth for thee in a dry and thirsty
land, where no water is” (Psalm
63:1)
• • • •
"The Place of Thanksgiving ln
Service" will be the sermon topic
by Rev. Charles A. Marstaller at
the Littlefield Memorial Church
Sunday morning at 10.30. The music
will include an anthem by the choir
and a solo by Mrs. Henry Ulmer. A
children's story will precede the ser
mon. The church school meets at
11.45 and the Christian Endeavor
at 6. Praise service and sermon at
7.15, the topic being “A Common
Practice." The music will include
a selection by the choir and a selec
tion by an instrumental quartet
composed of Kendrick Dorman.
Mtriam Dorman. Margaret Dorman
and Ruth Dorman. Prayer meeting
Tuesday night at 7.30. The ladies
Aid meets Wednesday' night witn
Mrs. Clarence Dorman.
• • • •

At. St. Peter's Church (Episcopal)
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
ices for tomorrow will be appropri
ate for the Sunday next before Ad
vent: Matins at 7.10; Holy Com
munion at 7.30; Church School at
9.30; Holy Eucharist and sermon at
10.30; lecture on Church History at
5.30; Vespers at 7 p. m. Week day
services: Wednesday, Requiem at
7.30; Thursday, Thanksgiving Day,
at 7.30 a. m.

The Railway Express Company
has established a money order de
partment at the Moor drug store.

The special Thanksgiving sermon
at the First Baptist Church Sunday
morning will usher in "Anti-Grumbl?
Week.” Therp will be special music
by the Triple Quartet. The church
school with live classes for men.
women, beys, girls will open at noon.
The Intermediate C. E. Society will
meet at 4 o’clock. The Endeavorer's inspiration hour will open at
6 o'clock with a special Thanksgiv
ing meeting. The people's evening
service will open at 7.15 with the
prelude and big sing, assisted by the
organ, piano and quartet. The third
sermon in the series on “Ancient
Wisemen In Modern Attire," will be
given by Mr. MacDonald. He will
deal with the man who showed his
wisdom by being thankful. The
happy prayer and praise service wil!
be held Tuesday evening at 7.15.

More Talk of the Town on Page 2.
Ruth Mayhew Tent will meet in
Grand Army hall Monday night to
nominate officers and hear the re
ports of the various fair chairmen.
Mrs. Lina Carroll, assisted by Susie
Karl, will be hostess for the circle
supper, which precedes the business
session.

Business
PRINTING
Social
Good quality. Low prices
Drop me a card and I will call; no
obligations. Mail Orders, write for
Samples.
A. W. DEC ROW
125 Talbot Ave.,
Rockland, Me.
133*8145
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Plan your entire Thanksgiving Dinner at Our
Markets and Save Time and Money. Plump, Ten
der Turkeys, Shining, Red Cranberries, Crisp,
Clean Vegetables ... everything from savory soups
to palate pleasing assorted nuts are featured at
prices that enable you to save without stinting on
quality or quantity.

"For Richer or for Poorer.” a new
novel by a famous author, Thelma
Strabel begins in the American
Weekly Magazine with the Nov. ]
20th issue of the Boston Sunday
Advertiser. Don'tpiiss this story of I
love, sacrifice and adventure.
139’lt

TURKEY

PORK

The lime honored Turkey, roasted to a golden brown, and oh. so
lender and flavorsome when it is one of our selected birds. Heavy
with meat on the breast and joints ... the best that can be bought at
any price. To be assured of obtaining an extra fine bird we urge
vou to select yours now! You ran leave it in our modern cooler
until needed.

OUR BIRDS WILL BE READY FOR
INSPECTION SATURDAY

THIS THANKS
GIVING SERVE

Xtins

Of"

A
/

SUGAR 10
2
LARD
BUTTER 2
CHEESE
OLEO
2
SUGAR
ARMOUR’S
ROYAL

LBS.

LBS.

LBS.

LB.

LBS.

CONF’R
BROWN

46c
19c
55c
17c
25c
6c

LB.
PKG

17c

SHOOT

LOTHROP’S FARM IN SOUTH HOPE

JUST HEAT
AND SERVE

tin 10c
pound 29c
lb box 19c

each

41c

LARGE SIZE
MADE FROM THE FA
MOUS BETTY CROCKER
13 EGG RECIPE

25/

PERRY’S MARVE1,

Bread
4JL "7p
> U
20OZ.

2

2 doz 29c

DOUGHNUTS,

F,G' 2 Ige tins 65c

HEINZ PUDDINGS

LB.
I.B.
2 quarts 19t
... 2 pounds 33c

LARGE W ALNUTS
FANCY MIXED NUTS,
ROASTED PEANUTS
FRESH R<
FRESHLY SALTED PEANUTS

21c

NUTS,

PECAN MEATS,

basket 25c

■:lled

DELICIOUS EARS
Packed in Vacuum Tin

FRESH CRISP CELERY

FANCY
QUALITY

CRANBERRIES
FANCY
NATIVE
POTATOES

4
d

19/
r 29/
«. 19/

BUNCHES

FANCY
CAPE

LARGE JUICY FLORIDA

ORANGES

15/

35/

DOZ.

10 LB.
BAG

ONIONS

25/

JUST A FEW THINGS YOU WILL NEED—
HONEY, FROZEN STRAWBERRIES, FIGS. DATES, TOMATOES, LETTUCE,
CAULIFLOWER, CUCUMBERS, STRING BF.ANS, BRUSSEL SPROUTS, SQUASH
TURNIP, PEARS. DELICIOUS APPLES, HONEY DEW MELONS. GRAPES,
WHITE ONIONS, RED ONIONS. PUMPKINS, PASCAL CELERY, ALL KINDS OF
CHEESE, CHESTNUTS, MUSHROOMS, S WF.ET POTATOES, SWEET PEPPERS,
MelNTOSH APPLES.

SALE AND DEMONSTRATION

ANGEL CAKES
Ambulance Service

«ir

Id

TESTED QUALITY—PERRY’S SUPREME

CORN on the COB

FRUIT CAKES

9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL 6C!
ROCKLAND. ME.
98-tf

DATE PUDDING,

GEESE

GREEN GIANT PEAS............................... 2 tins 31c
BAKER’S CHOCOLATE........................ 2 bars 27c
SPRY OR CRISCO.................................... 3 lb tin 47c
BAKER’S COCOA....................... two 1-lb tins 25c
JELL-0—all flavors.................................... 4 pkgs 17c
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE................ lb tin 25c
ORANGE MARMALADE......... ..........16 oz jar 16c

FAMOUS—ONE PIE
SQUASH, PUMPKIN,
MINCEMEAT

II

NONE SUCH MINCEMEAT,
pkg 10c
DROMEDARY DATES, pitted, 2 pkgs 11c
RIBBON CANDY, QXCT\ 2 lb box 29c
CURRANTS,
llozpkg 10c
BELL’S POULTRY SEASONING, pkg 09c
SEEDLESS RAISINS,
3 pkgs 21c
SEEDED RAISINS,
3 pkgs 25c
FRIENDS MINCEMEAT,
tin 25c
DROMEDARY DICED FRUITS, tin 25c
SWEET CIDER, APFP?E°^G
gallon 29c
Friends BAKED INDIAN PUD’ING tin 10c

FOWL BULK CITRON,
PEPPERMINT PATTIES,
The pick of the flock—See Our Display!
DUCKS

CHICKENS

LARGE 30 OZ.

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

DIAMOND BUDDED

LGE SIZE—RED STAMP

MORTON HOUSE

We shall have a large selection of the most delicious
birds you have ever seen

COMMON CRACKERS

•

LB.

THANKSGIVING NEEDS
UZAI XIIITC
“ALllUld,

SUNSHINE—POUND PKG.

Men from the USB. Yorktown
will have shore liberty today and
tomorrow. If conditions are favor
able the giant airplane carrier wlll
leave port next Monday. Many
have commented upon the fine ap
pearance of the Yorktown's sailors,
and their general behavior while
ashore.

19c

SELECTED LITTLE PIG
TO
ROAST

LOAVES

GARDEN of ALLAH COFFEE- 91c
—SOMETHING BETTER

■■ ■

ED DEAN’S SOUR KROUT.............................................. 3 lbs 25c
MINCEMEAT, Home made.................................................... 2 lbs 25c
MOXIE, contents.......................... .................................... 2 Ige bots 25c

STICKNEY & POOR

We have over 60 different Birdseye Foods to

STIIFF ING
1(

choose from for your

PKG.

THANKSGIVING MENU VARIETY

Birdseye Foods are a “Little Better”
Try Them and See For Yourself

SUNDAY, NOV. 20
20 MEN RELAYS
Shoqt will be held in hollow out of wind
Bonfire and Tents
ALL DAY SHOOT BEGINS AT 9.30 A. M.

THE PERRY MARKETS

PHONE 1234 FOR PROMPT DELIVERY* USE THE LARGE PARKING SPACE AT OUR PARK ST MARKET

Every-Other-Day'
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STRAND SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY
‘JUST AROUND THE CORNER”

Supt. Gray Grateful

NORTH WALDOBORO I

AT THE PARK MONDAY-TUESDAY

To Those Who Checked the
Spread of Disease In Wal
doboro Schools

Waldoboro. Nov. 15
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:— !
May I express, through your pa- |
per. my sincere appreciation and. I i
■ am sure, that of the public, for the ’
I prompt and efficient co-operation
j rendered by the health officials. j
school physicians, family physicians. ■
selectmen, parents, teachers and t
others, in effectively checking the j
spread of certain communicable dis
eases in the schools of Waldoboro.
Jefferson. Nobleboro and Bremen.
These diseases consisted of
whooping cough, mumps, measles,
scarlet fever and impetigo.
The spread of an epidemic disease
is like the spread of a fire; and the
duties of health officials are like
those of firemen. Prompt action in
the early stages is imperative. The
promptness, courage and courtesy
with which t .ese duties were car
ried out did. according to my Judg
ment, prevent several epidemics in
I the schools, which would probably
Shirley Temple is herself in “Just Around The Corner," and if you have had serious consequences in
met her on her cross-country trip you know how grand that is! Her latest loss of attendance throughout the
20th Century-Fox film features Charles Farrell. Joan Davis, Amanda Duff, year; chronic after effects and pos
sible deaths.
Bert Lahr and Bill Robinson.—adv.
A D Gray. Superintendent

The seers see cold weather coming.
But flowers keep blooming and bees
keep humming:
Old Sol sends down his brightest rays.
And all around ts springtime haze
I’ mav be snowflakes soon will fall
And cover landscapes like a pall.
But let no chills creep up the back—
The seer may be a weather quad}

Recent callers on Mr. and Mrs
E. C. Teague were Mr. and Mrs.
Orette Robinson and Mr. and Mrs.
F L. 8. Morse of Thpmaston. Mr.
and Mrs. Robinson reside in Castine
where Mr. Robinson is professor at
the Normal School. Alfred Shu
man with twin sons Mrs. Ernest
Robinson of Portland and Mr. and
Mrs. Warren Pearl, were also
callers.
Miss Eleanor Miller has been keep
ing house for Mr. and Mrs. John E.
Miller while they have been visiting
in Ayer, Mass. They returned Sun
day.
Mrs. Foster Mank. Mrs. Elsie Lawson and Mrs. Maude E. Mank mo
tored to Portland recently to visit
Mr. Mank at the Maine General
Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. E G. Miller and
family attended the banquet at
, Winslow's Mills Friday, given by
Boy meets girl-jimmy Cagney and Marie Wilson play lead roles in
Qrange ln honor of a!1
the Warner Bros, version of the smashing «tage success "Boy Meets Girl.' war veterans in town and the
The film marks Cagney's return to the Warner lot and Miss Wilson's eleva V.F W. Post of Friendship. After
tion to a star role by popular acclaim. Pat O'Brien co-stars with Jimmy Ute supper an entertainment was
Cagney.—adv.
enjoyed.

Courier-Gazette Cross-Word Puzzle

HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.) V*
1-Employ
11-High (Mua.)
40-Mo re sagacious
4-Di«tant
42-Corn-apike
16- Joined
7-Tower
17- A pastry
43- lndefinite article
9-Fatigued
19- Young eagles
44- Agitate
11- Near by
45- Help
,
20- A metal
12- Pinch
47- Belonging to me
22-ln a confused jumble
19- An intact
24-Currents
48-Colloquialiam
14-Part of verb ""Po be" 50-Lodgea
26- Scout
16-Lick up
27- Half a acora
52- Augment
,
18-A relative
53- Golf mound
29- Concocts
• 1.
30-A grain
20- Bind
21- Decorate
32- Conaumed
VERTICAL
33- Wanders
.
23- Feline
24- Siant
1- A bove
34- A vegetable
2- Wrong-doing
25- Obaervea
35- Warble
27- Very small
3- lreland
36- Period of time
4- Sheer
28- Wasted
38-To observe carefully
5- Knack
40- A musician's baton
29-Bouquet
6- Prefix. Backward
41-Tumult
7- Chief actors
44-Hobby
35-Pig-pen
8- Heroic poem
46-Female kangaroo
37-Ceate
9- Feeling
49-Muaical note
39-Conaume
tO-Diurnal
61-Myself
■ —■
(Solution to previous puzzle)

Mrs. Ruby W. Miller visited the
school
at Feyler's Corner recently.
Based on what is said to be the man who is the symbol of our na- I
WEST WASHINGTON
Victor Burnheimer, Jr., student at
most original story idea ever con tionai life.
Mrs. Lelia Turner has returned | Rev. D. W Kimball of MontvUle
ceived for a Shirley Temple picture, Charles Farrell. Joan Davis, | Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Jones and home after spending a few days in I will occupy the pulpit of the Baptist the Maine Central Institute, spent
last weekend with his parents, Mr.
"Just Around The Corner" with Amanda Duff <a promising new- daughter Ilene were dinner guests Bangor
1 Church Sunday. Sunday school at
and Mrs Victor Burnheimer
America's Number One star sur comer). Bill Robinson. Bert Lahr Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Alton WellPercy Turner and Mrs Jesse Ben-110 oclock; morning worship at 11;
rounded by a splendid cast.
and others are featured. The screen I man.
Threatening weather kept many
ner of Waldoboro. Mr and Mrs. evening service at 7. The SundayThe story concerns the hilarious play is by Ethel HUI. J. P McEvoy , Mrs. Cora Deering visited Miss
Raymond Carlton and family of J school will have special attractions from attending service at the Meth
but happy consequences which arise and DarreU Ware, from an original Katj<, Kennedy recently,
South Union and Leonard Jackson j in observance of Thanksgiving and odist Church last Sunday. Infrewhen Shirley confuses a wealthy story by Paul Gerard Smith. Irving, Mrs. Mae Hibbert returned home
quent attendants were Mrs. Augusta ,
of Lewiston were recent visitors at all who can poss’bly do so are urged
old banker (whose name happens Cummings directed and 20th, Cen- j aunoay
qunriav from
„ n _
from Conner's
c topers Mills
muis where
n ner e . *<_
the thome Qf. ..
MrsHDTurner
to attend. A special program is also Creamer and Mrs. Carlton Weaver
to be "Uncle Sam" Henshaw) with turj -Fox s Darrj 1 F. Zanuck w’as She was caring for Mrs. Ellen Newof Washington.
Mr. and Mrs .Aubert Leigher being planned for the Thanksgiving
the lean and be-whiskered gentle in charge of production.—adv.
ton who died last Saturday.
Arthur D. Thomas was taken ’ll
evening
service.
/and family and Mrs Everett Fish
Mr. Jones, superintendent Ol
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Beverage and recently while repairing the roof of I
were guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
schools visited the local school
two children of Sharon Mass., were the Bouges schoolhouse. The build
i Lewis Fish in Rockland.
Thursday morning to meet the par- I
overnight visitors in town recently. ing was abandoned for school pur
ORFFS CORNER
ents. Thev were all there to greet ' Mr. and Mrs. Willard Ireland Enroute home they made a brief poses years ago and was given to
him and wish him success in his were supper ^ests Wednesday at call on Mr Beverage's brother Al- the Methodist Church by the town
Milton Ludwig and party
the Nelson Calderwood home in
new
duties.
bion.
who
is
chaplain
at
the
UniTTie
Ladies'
Aid
uses
it
for
a
meet,
friends
who were hunting in this,
Latest news from Lincoln County towns collected by our diligent corUnion, after which Mrs. Ireland and
Mrs.
Fannie
Northey
of
Chelsea
is
ing
place
where
they
make
quilts
!
vicinity,
have returned to Allston.
versity
of
Maine
rrspondrnts. Send Waldoboro news to Mrs. Louise Miller, telephone 27.
visiting her daughter Mrs. Cleo Mrs Calderwood attended the cookMr. and Mrs. Victor Walker had and fancy work to help in the up- ■ Mass
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Brummitt Melrose Highlands. Mass., spent the i Bartlett.
Mrs. W. A. Jackson and son Ralph
as holiday weekend guests Mrs. keep of the church.
The Farm Bureau met last Thurshave closed their home on Friend- holiday weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Bernard Hallowell is one of the
Walker's parents. Mr. and Mrs Wil
Mrs. George Von Seth and soil were Camden visitors recently.
lucky hunters, having shot a large day with Mrs. Mattie Light at her liam Baker and grandmother Mrs
ship street and are in Roxbury. Henry Mason.
Miss Enah Orff and Miss Mabelle
George of Palisades Park N. J.,
, deer last Saturday.
’new home in South Liberty with
j Annie Church, all of Portland.
Mass., for the winter.
Dr. A. W. Peabody of Thomaston
were visitors last weekend at Mr. Borneman of Lawrence. Mass. were
Mr. and Mrs. Edson Wellman. 14 women and five children present,
1 Supt. of Schools George Bragdon and Mrs. Victor Burnhelmer’s. Mrs. in town over the holiday weekend—,
Mrs. Fronia Kuhn of Rockland has lost a 3-fold black instrument
daughter Elsie, were business call- The subject was "Christmas Sug-,
■ vas in town Thursday to attend the Herbert Witham, Mr. and Mrs. By- Miss Orff guest of Mr. and Mrs. i
visited relatives Friday in town.
case, presumably in Waldo'ooro. ers Tuesday in Fairfield
j gestions." Mrs. Nettie Grinnell in- fml of
ron Witham and children were call- Harry Creamer and Miss Boorneman
W. L. Blanchard has sold out his Finder would please the doc by tele- . Kendric Light of Somerville visit- vRed the women to her home Friday ; Marion Howar(J
hQme
ers Sunday at the Burnheimer horn;, at Mrs. Amber W Childs .
snare of the egg service and truck- Phoning 1-5, Thomaston,
ed Tuesday with his mother. Mrs. to ook o^(hepU.M ^terru.
after
f
ing department of Blanchard and
The Lions Club met at Stahl's Edson Wellman.
Arthur Peaslee is erecting a buildEdward K. Wall. Alfred Gamage
The planning meeting wii be Dec. 1
SOUTH WARREN
ing on the Lovina Peaslee estate. I and Claude Seiders of South Bristol
Hagerman to Mr. Hagerman. The Tavern last night. After the ban- ' Pearl Hibbert of Howard R I I 9 at Mrs. Grinnell's with a Christ-,;fwith her parents at Eagle.
J
,t
....................
.
.
'
.
I
___
,
_______
j
_______
...
Mr
and
Mrs
Garnet
Thornton
Mrs. Elizabeth Stewart and Mrs. , were callers last Saturday at Albert
present owner will continue to do quet, special music with violin and'
visiting his family for two weeks. mas tree and short program. AU
Mr and Mrs. Percy Lermond have
business under the same name.
piano was played by C. B Stahl ac- , Mr. an{j Mrs. Frank Sheenev were women are invited and are asked to And Mr. and Mrs. Augustus WhM- Edwin fWelch of Belfast were call- Elwell's.
moved to Jefferson where they
The lot owners of The Comery ] companied by Mrs. Hilda Somes. ' g€USU Sunday of Mr. and Mrs take a 10-cent gift.
' ‘^cre
Thursday for Sarasota. ers last weekend on Rev. Mrs. Gib
Mr. and Mrs Myron L. Hutchins have positions as caretakers on tlie
Cemetery are requested to meet at
program committee announced Granville Turner.
’ Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Towne ana
a
' ere
'hi spend the son at the Methodist parsonage.
and sons Raymond and Vernon were (arm "Rolling Acrss" owned by
• • • •
the home of Webster Benner. Mon- 0,81 Dr Alexander Cairns, noted
Miss Alberta Swett. who has em- 500 Edwin of Newport passed the l
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Fred John W Simmons of Great Neck,
Lincoln Pomona Grange
day at 7 o clock for important busi- author and lecturer will deliver an I pioyment in Waterville spent last i weekend with Mr and Mrs. Willard f Encouraging word comes from
N. Y. The best wishes of tlie neigh
Bohn in Rockland.
Rev. H F. Huse, who recently unEight members
from Maple
ness.
instructive address on the back- ' weekend with her parents. Mr. and ‘Ireland.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Reed and borhood go with them.
1 derwent an operation at the Baker Grange attended Lincoln Pomona
Mrs. Amos Achorn is guest of Mrs ground of the Japan-China con- Mrs. Fred Swett.
Mrs. R. E. Cutting attended the
daughter
June were visitors Sunday
Memorial Hospital in Boston. Rev. last Saturday in Jefferson. Willow
Lottie Wellman in Hope.
nict' Nov' 30- at Stahl's Tavern. |
--------Farm
Bureau meeting Wednesday
EAST LIBERTY
and Mrs Huse expect to arrive Tues Grange as host. The degree was at the home of relatives ln Warren. in East Union.
_
... . ,.
Ladies' night will be observed. A
SOUTH
WALDOBORO
Meenahga Grange will hold a
„ ... .
., ,■
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Overlock of
.
_
, . .
. . , . ,. i banquet will be served for Lions and
Jerry Libby was taken suddenly
------J Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Downs of day and will be motored from Boo conferred on two candidates. Offic
dance Thanksgiving night at the
/
Visitors Sunday at Rev. and Mrs. Southampton. L. I., were recent !ton ‘° Boc^and by Dr N. K. Wood ers elected were: W. M.. Fred 3. Thomaston visited last Saturday ill Wednesday and rushed to the
„. . — . ,
... .
guests at 6 30. Any others who are
High School auditorium.
____.
... ,
Allen; overseer. 'William E. Huma- j with Mr- and Mrs. Harry Creamer gtate gtreet. Hospital. Portland
I not members of the Club will also T. H. Fernald s were Mr and Mrs callers at George McLain's.
Mrs. Lettie Beverage
Mrs. I. T. Marple went to St. Louis
welcome as guests, provided res- Charles Simmons, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
son; lecturer. Gladys F. Burk; stewMr. and Mrs Herbert E. Porter where an emergency operation was
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence S Colby j
Lottie H. Beverage, widow of Fre- ard, J. Wilbur Hunter; assistant and Mrs. Flora Boardman were :n performed. He was resting com
Friday to spend the winter with her ervations are made conveniently Ray. Mrs. Luella Harriman of Au- recently went to Waterbury. Conn
son. Howard Marple.
early, at regular member rates.
burn and Mr. and Mrs. Perley Nasn.! Mr. and Mrs. Leroy M. Howes . mont Beverage, died at her home steward. Robert Humason; chaplain. Waterville Sunday to visit Mrs. fortably at last reports and another
Monday night after a very short 111- Lizzie Felts; treasurer. Evans T. J Boardman's son. Charles Boardman. operation will be performed in a
Mrs. Nellie Boggs entertained the ! a zone meeting and bowling
Mrs. Laura Jameson and Miss spent last weekend at LaGrange.
|
bridge club last night.
match consisting of Rockland. Vinal Arvilla Wlnchenbach were the Red j Recent visitors at the home of ness. Services were held in the Chase; secretary. George A. Huston; who is a hospital patient there,
short time.
Good Will Grange Sewing Circle'
Mrs. James Castner will leave for Haven. Camden . and Waldoboro Cro’s solicitors Tuesday in this Mrs. Gertie Skinner were Rev Mr Bap;ut Church Thursday afternoon gate keeper Herbert Johnson; Po- i Calvin L Bragg and family and
Portland tomorrow to spend the clubs will be held Dec. 7 in Rock- section.
Kelley of Oakland. Mr and Mrs conducted by Rev Kenneth Cook of mona. Effie Allen; Ceres. Susie Hu- I Myrcn L. Hutchins and family were | met Wednesday at the home of Mrs
[ Vinal Haven. The floral tributes
winter with her son Kenneth. Cast- land.
mason; Flora. Anna P. White; lady among those who attended the q. A. Copeland with 22 members
Alvah Havener returned Sunday Wesley Wincapaw. son Elmer and
i were abundant.
j daughter-in-law of Waldoboro.
ner
j
A large, artistic Lions Club sign to Round Pond.
assistant steward, Meilie Boudway; I Armistice Day supper and enter- present.
Before her marriage Mrs. Beverage executive committee. Theresia Mc- talnment given by Progressive '___________ ■________
New telephones have been in- wlu
erected at lhe upper
Miss Barbara Pitcher of Med-’ Katie MacNeill of Avon. Mass.
stalled in the store of Alva M i end of the new parking ground, for ford spent last weekend with Mr. i Mrs. MacLean of Brookline. Mass taught school for a time. She was Curda; pianist. Ruth Sherman. The Grange at Winslows Mills in honor [
and Mrs. Franklyn L. Pitcher.
1 and Florence Masters of Boston. a great lover of music, teaching it Installation followed with Mrs. Nellie of the Veterans of Froeign Wars, i
Andrew Rikila’s
Achorn and in the residence of W. J. which the Club was co-sponsor.
Soule.
Repairing Shop
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Simmons Mass., conducted religious services for a number of years. She was or.e Haskall. State Grange secretary, as Several Orangen from this place fleW
The High School honor roll for
of North Haven's most respected Installing officer, assisted by Mr. and aLso attended.
Miss Florence Orff is visiting her
have
moved
to
the
E.
O.
Borneman
'
In
South
Liberty
Sunday
forenoon
the first ranking perid is: Post
is at 299 Main St.
sister Mrs. H. E. Cornell In Provi
and at Sherman's Corner in the citizens and will be greatly missed Mrs. Young of Lake View Grange
graduates. Ella Rider. Arvilla Wln cottage.
Over Lamb's, Cleanera
Mrs. Clarence Harding of Auburn- afternoon. While here they were I bj- all
COCRIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
dence.
Auburn.
One
of
the
outstanding
chenbach; Seniors. Beatrice Bagl»f
She
was
married
Dec
1,
1886.
to
Mrs. Irving Pinkliam and son ley. William Fitzgerald. Gertrude dale. Mass., accompanied by Boston [ guests at K A. Rogers' and Mrs B. I
WORK WONDERS
features among the officers is the
I
'ate Fremont Beverage,
Wayne are visiting her mother Mrs. Newbert: juniors. Milton Chapman. friends, passed last weekend at her ’ A. Eastman's.
remarkable record of George A. Hus
home here.
J Mr. and Mrs. Clarence M. Howes
Surviving are two sons. Harold of ton who has served as secretary for
Lila Lovejoy.
Martin Kallinen. Louise McLain,
A
Mrs. D. William Hoffsesof. and daughter Vera attended the
Riverhead, N Y.. and Stanley cf 27 consecutive years and has been
Mrs. William Labe and Mrs. Clin Prtscilla Storer; Sophomores. Don
ton B Stahl called Wednesday on ald Heyer, Vera Jameson. Mary Quincy, Mass., in writing to anold- j funeral Sunday of Earl Howes ini BellevHle, Hl.; one daughter, Sarita Installed '54 times in Pomona and
of Washington. D C.; one grandson. subordinate Granges in 37 years.
Miss Alice Cornell at the Memorial Stafford; freshmen. Arthur Bur- time neighbor, mentions thather' Montville.
oldest son Capt. Fred Hoffses is j
-----------------I Carl Thurston of Ridley Park, Penn.
Hospital in Damariscotta..
1 gess. Inez Hilton. Mary Miller,
All veterans are requested to j Nellie Moody. Ernest McLain, Bessie commanding a boat to Argentina.; WEST WAI DOBORO
Survlvln2 also are three grandchilSOUTH THOMASTON
___ 1
dren and two great-grandchildren.
meet at the High School gymnasium Stahl, Robert Somes. Maynard Wal and her other son Capt. Hartley j
Those
present
from
cut
of
town
next Wednesday night. A Legion lace: Class VIII, Urban Borneman. Hoffses is in Europe in command of j Mr. and Mrs. Freelon Vannah of
Mrs. Lillian Barbour of Stoning
Post ts needed. Emergencies arise Frank Boggs, Jr., Frances Creamer, the Caplllo. Both boys are natives; South Waldoboro. Mr. and Mrs. Al- at the funeral were Harold. Stanley ton Is guest of her daughter Mrs.
| ton Winchenbach and two sons were and Sarita Beverage. Mr. and M-s I. J. Putnam.
and there are duties to be done. Pauline Creamer, Joyce Fitzgerald. of this town.
Miss Gertrude Wlnchenbach is'|J
[guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Cllf- | Car* Thurston Marston Beverage.
Tne program will be presented by Barbara Picinlch; Class VII. Russell
Miss Susie Sleeper went to Ever
a nephew, of Camden, and George ett. Mass., to spend the weekend and
the Welles Post of Damariscotta. Creamer, Ernest Fitzgerald. Arthur visiting Mrs. Nellie Boggs for a few ford Winchenbach.
| Berton Jones of Gardiner has Bragdon of Vinal Haven.
Wives, husbands and friends ar.d Kennedy, Elise Mareho, Conrad jdays.
holiday with her sister Helen at the ‘
The bearers were Hiram, Albert. home of Mrs. George Brown.
the public are invited. Addresses Miller, Joseph Stafford and Louise
Mr. and Mrs. Chamberlain Sim-, been visiting his mother Mrs. Laura
Marston. George, Arthur, and Ver
will be delivered by Dept. Adjutant Teague.
mons of Friendship called Sunday Jones.
Mrs Eunice Morse of Thomaston
on Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Wallace.
j Mrs. John Crane and daughter non Beverage, and Leon Stone.
James E. Boyle, Past Department
visited Thursday with her aunt, I
Commander Hector G. Staples.
Interment was in the family lot at Mrs. Miriam Sellers/
Hiram Labe. 86. one of the old- Margaret were Bath visitors reSea View cemetery.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hodson and !
Auxiliary State President Olive L.
tst citizens of this town, is possibly cently.
Tinkham. Admission ts free.
the smartest for his age. He spends
Alton Winchenbach and son Eu
son Spalding of Gorham spent the
Walter Stafford of Burnt Island
1 his spare time in woodcraft and has gene each shot a fox recently.
holiday at their home here. They
Coast Guard Station and Miss
made several lighthouses, equipped Mrs. Alden Waltz and Mrs. Wil
| had as guests Mr. Hodson's parents
Helen Cox of Lubec are guests of j
with electric bulbs ready for in liam Thorne of Gross Neck visited
Mr. and Mrs. George Hodson of
Doorbells, Convenience Outlets,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Stafford.
stallation. He also has two minia Mrs. Lillian Standish recently.
Portland.
Lights and Small Appliances
Mrs Frank Perry and Mrs. Earle!
ture dories, exact reproductions;
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Simmons and
Mrs. Elizabeth Babb visited Mrs.
Installed and serviced
Sheldon, have returned from Bos-,
door stops made to represent ships Miss Eleanor Thibedeau of Friend
Blanche
Witham in (Rockland re
Promptly
The Olds style is^e new MicK,
ton
in full sail; and tiny lobster pots. ship were recent visitors at Mr. and
cently. They motored Sunday to
PAROXYSMS
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Benner. Miss
Mr. Labe welcomes visitors to his Mrs. Alton Winchenbach's.
Newcastle to attend services at the
and BRONCHIAL COUGHS
Barbara Benner, and Russell Hilton ,
Miss Isabel Kaler was in Boston
home and appreciates the opportu
church of which Rev. Cecil Witham
48
GRACE
ST.,
ROCKLAND
AN AGE OLD MEDICINE
gu.rds. ’P'reif .ny, <’P“°,n,2
have returned from Fall River
on a recent visit.
nity to display his handiwork.
is pastor.
■>
TEL. 19-W
THAT HAS THE BACKING
Mass..
loct' ‘‘nt -nd «cce”Or,,„es’.lMrs. Lawrence Aulis visited Mr.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Maynard
Dean
and
OF HUNDREDS OF PEOPLE
equ.p,T>en‘
, M°t°rs ,n
Mr. and Mrs. Walter C. Verge of 1
and Mrs. E. E. Philbrook in Damari
SPRUCE HEAD
son
Lawrence
of
Portland
were
in
° ment F'*"'
Read what one woman has to say:
The teacher and some of the scotta recently.
town
last
weekend.
Biddeford. Maine,
Mr. and Hrs. Dewey Winchenbach
pupils attended the penny carnival
Mrs. Annie Dennison entertained
I have had asthma for twenty
years. During this time I used ad
Thursday at Georges River school. and daughter Eleanor were Friendthe "Beano Gang" Tuesday night.
renalin
and
capsules
for
relief
SEAPLANE SERVICE
The pupils are learning a poemjship visitors Sunday,
Nothing I've ever taken can surpass
That date being Mrs. Carolyn Davis'
the oomplete results that feTANTOM
entitled "Thanksgiving Day."
birthday, a decorated cake and lea
Fare $2.50 each way
gave me.
For a Christmas gift, why not
Miss McKnight visited school
were served after the game.
T freely recommend this medicine
(Round trip rate discontinued)
choose a box of our Stationery for over all others.
Tuesday morning.
LEAVE DAILY
Name and Address on request.
The pupils with rank of 80 or men and women? With name and
ROCKLAND
VINAL HAVEN
NORTH HAVEN
NORTH CUSHING
more in spelling for the last week address on sheets and envelopes or
8.00 A. M.
R15 A. M.
8.25 A. M.
STANTOM IS GUARANTEED
SeC VOUR NCARCST
3.00 P. M.
3.15 P. M.
3.25 P. M.
ON A MONEY REFUND
are Irene Rackllff, Theodore Allard, monogram on sheets and address on
Mrs. Harriett Forsblom enter
OLDSMG3/CE
DEALER
BASIS
139*144
Cecil, Margaret and Jean Elwell. envelopes, priced at $1.00 to $150 a
tained Variety Club Wednesday
AIRWAYS, INC.
Parents who visited school Thurs box. We have some very attractive Write for further information to
NEXT TO PUBLIC LANDING
night.
TEL. ROCKLAND 338.
NIGHT TEL. THOMASTON 86
day were Mrs. Norman Drinkwater boxes to select from at The CourierMrs. Iola Smith visited Monday
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Mrs. Jasper Drinkwater, Mrs. Harry Gazette office. Three-day service Di* Carr's Remedies Inc. with her sister Mrs. G. O. Dolliver
137tf
WINTER STREET,
r»4‘ R T l A M O . M A IN E
ROCKLAND, MAINE
guaranteed.—adv.
tf
Allard and daughter Marie.
at her home ln Thomaston.

NO. BURKETTVILLE

NORTH HAVEN

WALDOBORO AND VICINITY

ELECTRICAL
SERVICE

W. W. STRONG

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.

Every-Other-Day

VINALHAVEN
MRS OSCAR C LANS
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Win, Show Or Place
The Ganders’ New Uni- j
forms Jockey Them Into
the Lead

WARREN
ALENA L. 8TARRETT
Correspondent

Sundered Ties

PORT CLYDE
In the Baptist chapel Sunday

Many Divorces Granted In afternoon Pastor Stuart will speak
the Lincoln County Su from the subject “Be Ye Thank
ful.” The Bible School will meet
perior Court

Page Five
ROCKVILLE
The 19th wedding anniversary of
Mr. and Mrs. William O'Jala was
pleasantly celebrated Tlesday night
by entertaining a group of relatives
and friends. Cards were enjoyed
during the evening and refresh
ments were served.
Edgar Hallowell has returned
from a hunting trip down east. It
was a pleasant vacation but without
the desired result.
Mrs. Charles W. Blackinton of the
Highlands spent Wednesday with
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Sherer.
Miss Josephine Tolman is having
a vacation from the office of John
Bird Co. and has been spending the
week visiting her aunt Mrs. William
Bells ln Fitchburg.

LANDFALL

★■Ar
at 3 p. m.; at 6 o'clock the Chris
TeL «
The rainbow hued surroundings
The following divorces were tian Endeavor service; the leader
at the Cascade Alleys acquired an
granted at the November term of will be Miss Gertrude Breen. The
evening praise service will be in the
other
touch
of
brilliant
color
Mon

"The Insulated Life” will be the Lincoln County Superior Court:
Mrs. Joseph Patrick left Friday
Church on the Ridge. Prayer
day
night
as
the
butterfly
colored
Clifford
Pearl,
Waldoboro,
from
sermon
topic
Sunday
morning
at
for Long Beach, Calif.
service will be Thursday night.
Pred Morong of Portland was in Ganders appeared in a dashing new the Baptist Church. An evening Alma Robinson Pearl. Parrsboro,
N.
8.,
desertion.
Eleanor
T.
Campaddition
to
their
bowling
costume
union
Thanksgiving
service
will
be
town Thursday to attend the an
CLARK ISLAND
nual convention of the Minx Club. that turned the Skippers' white and held at the Congregational Church. ’ bell, Boothbay. from Benjamin C.
He was guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ern set faces to an envious green. The i with Rev. L. Clark French, th? Campbell, Boothbay, cruel and abuflnlshing touch that touched off the speaker and Rev. Charles W. Tur-1 sive treatment. Ruth J. Kelley,
Mrs. Laura Richards of Rockland
est Macintosh.
Skippers was a neat little jockey ner assisting.
I Nobleboro, from Joseph A. Kelley, has returned home after spending
Miss Mabel Erickson of Boston
cap of the darlingest shade of
Miss Florence Cain of Clinton a Rockland, gross and confirmed a week here where she has been
was In town last weekend.
. P^ple. cut on the bias, with the former assistant at Warren High babits of intoxication. Helen O. visiting Mrs. Maurice Jones, Mr.
Miss Frances MacArthur. of.Bos- cutest little q on the front. and I school is guest of Rev. and Mrs.! Auspland. Boothbay from Clarence and Mrs. Rcfeert McGee, Mrs. Edie
ton was guest last weekend of Mr
»»sheeniest sheen to them Charles W Turner. She will be ° Auspland, known as Jack Ausp- M. Cameron. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
and Mrs. E. C. Macintosh.
ever
sheen-er-we
mean seen.
g;ad t0 mfet students of that time, land’ Boothbay Harbor, cruel and Baum and Miss Elizabeth Mona
I
idrs. Herbert Cassie and sister
The only reaction that came to and all old time friends.
(abusive treatment.
Edith May ghan.
APPLETON MILLS
Minnie Wood of Quincy. Mass., were the Skippers after seeing this crea
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Butler had
Nickerson. Newcastle, from George
Dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and
Mrs. Gertrude Waterman was
In town last weekend.
Henry Nickerson. Newcastle, cruel as dinner guests Sunday Mrs. Jessie
tion of the milliners art, was to
Mrs. Ernest Hastings at South Hop?,!
Williams. H. W. Andrews and Mr. guest last Saturday of her sister,
Mrs. Ora Ingerson was hostess swear by all the high winds of were Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Norwood and abusive treatment.
Monday night to the Mother and heaven to appear in something that and Mr. and Mrs. Everett Hastings George W. Pottle. Newcastle, from and Mrs. A. K. Meservey were call Mrs. Inez Ames.
would be at least becoming to a he
Fannie Pottle, unknown, desertion. ers Bunday
Miss Fannie Gushee went Sunday
Daughter Club.
of this town and Mrs. Alice Rob-,
Mrs. William Williams of Quincy. to Oakland to visit Mrs Ava
man.
If
they
could
find
nothing
but
A.
Etta Morang. Damariscotta, from
Mr. and Mrs. James Calder visit
bins of Union.
C. Morang,
Coral Gables._____
Fla.. Mass., Mrs. William Erickson of Simmons
so'westers to do the trick.
:
■* h
<
i Lloyd
__________
_____________
a
ed Thursday in Rockland.
But however delicate the appear- [ Twe've ministers and their wives cruej and abusjVe treatment, name Long Cove and Mrs. Charles Butler
Mrs. Albert Sherman is much im
Mr. and Mrs. E. O. Carver re ance of the Ganders headgear, they jm€mbers of Knox County Minis-j of libellant changed to A. Elta ! were visitors Tuesday afternoon at
proved since her recent illness.
turned Thursday from a visit with were far from gentle in their treat- I terial Association were present O'Brien. Margery B. Gephart, Bris- i Mrs. Jessie Williams.’
Mrs. Grace Brown remains at Mrs. Through a meahwork of boom* and stay* two offieeer* on the bridge of the
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Holloway in ment of the bedeviled Skippers, for Monday at the monthly mee,lng
tol, from John T. Oephart, RiverMiss Hilda Morse and friend Sherman's but Lois Meservey, who Grace Line's “Santa Lucia" look out to port for the tell-tale sign* of the
Delaware, Ohio. Enroute they were they gave them a neat trimming
‘he As relation held at the Bap- side, Penna.. cruel and abusive visited Tuesday evening with her has had employment there, has re- (
____________________-Ml.______________________________________
guests of relatives in Waltham. and dowsed their topsails to the ' t*st Churchtreatment, custody of minor child, father, Ralph Morse.
turned home.
Mass.
Mrs. John Blackwood who was John T. Gephart, Jr., given to libel
t , ~
, ... . .
I noble grand; Ruth Pease, vice
Henry Carlson and brother, Wil
tune of some 36 pins.
APPLETON RIDGE
Leola Plnkham of Lincolnville has I
|
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Lane have re
The Skippers started off as if they j *ues‘ several days of Mrs. William lant.
Mabel Ouellete, Boothbay lard Carlson has employment in employment at Joshua Wentworth's. Brand: Helen Ou3hee' "*mdlng
turned from a business trip in Bos were going to win in a walk-and at J Barrett has returned to Cambridge, Harbor, from Arthur J. Ouelette, Bennington, N. H.
Grammar School Notes
Mrs. Julia (prowni Mitchell, who sccretary:
flnanclal'
ton and New York.
the half-way mark of the first [ '^kSS'
Portand. cruel and abusive treat- | Maurice Jones has been spending
The
Social Study Period of one
is a patient at Camden Community secretary; Alice Hall, treasurer;
Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Daggett enter- string were some 60 pins ahead of j Rev. L. Clark French will have as ' ment, custody of minor child. Valrie ' ‘he week with Mrs. Jones. He has
hour was given over to Dorothy Salo
Hospital,
is
improving
slowly.
Esther
Moody,
warden;
Alice
Wads-,
tained last Saturday night at bridge, the silk hatted Ganders, but in the theme Sunday morning at the Con- Rose Ouelette, given to libelant. [ been employed the past two months
who gave an Interesting talk about
Very few deer shot in this vicinity, j worth, conductor: Edith Gurney, |
Mrs. Burton Vinal has returned latter part of the first string Shields gregational Church, What Makes Belle H. Yarbrough. Newcastle from ! wi‘b N. L. Beverage of North Haven.
a summer spent in Europe. Dorothy
Among thoe visiting in town last' ri8ht supporter to the noble grand; |
A barge at John Meehan & Sons
from a visit with relatives in Fort- ( unlimbered a few crashing strikes a Nation Great?" For the union Thomas E. Yarbrough, Newcastle,
brought back several pieces of for
land and Belfast.
I and spares and cut down the lead evening service, selections will be from Thomas E. Yarbrough. New- wharf is taking on a cargo of pav weekend were: Mrs. Marie (Keller» .Frances Robbins, left supporter to!
eign money and a large collection of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Wilson went ot the Skipmen at the finish to 35 sung by the choirs of the Baptist castle, cruel and abusive treatment. ing blocks for shipment to New Hammond, and children, Norman, ‘he noble grand; Annie Pease, right j pictures of places which she visited.
Jean, and Cynthia of South Port- supporter to the vice grand;
Thursday to Portland where they ! Plns1 ar,d Congregational Churches.
Glenwood A. Gallop. Washington, York city.
The pastor. Rev. Harold Nutter
Erland Swanson has employment land, at Miss Fannie Gushee's; ! Hannah Salo, left supporter to the
Will pass the winter.
| In the second act Der Captain
Miss M. Orace Walker entertained cruel and abusive treatment, cusgave an illustrated talk of his visit
in
Portland.
•
;
Olive
Gushee.
from
Gorham
Normal
vice
grand;
Evelyn
Pitman,
chapThe American Legion Auxiliary Gr‘mes ‘°°k ‘be leading role and at a dinner party Wednesday, Miss' ,ody of minor child. Belle Juanita
Axel Magnuson. Victor Blomberg. School, and Richard Gushee. from lain; Helen Johnson, musician; to a gold mine ln Nova Scotia. As
fall will be held Dec. 8 at 2 o'clock 1 with his silk cap at a jaunty angle , Edna St. Clair, lately returned Gall°P- Riven to libellant. Edith
Alexander
Morrison, Alton Crom- (the University of Maine, at Joseph ’ Helen
Paul.
Inside guardian: the pupils of grades 6 and 7 had
he reeled off a 113 string that set from Portland where she passed May McCarthy. Boothbay Harbor,
In the new Legion hall.
.Zulnglius Gurney, outside guardian.. just completed the unit "Mining"
him walking on eggs and grinning stveral weeks with Mr. and Mrs from Florence Earl McCarthy, wel> and Henry Johnson who are Gushee's.
L.
W. Sanborn entertained ! from ear to collar button. But it w. A. Holman, Mrs. Benjamin Boothbay, custody of minor son employed in Bennington. N. H..
Norman Hammond was dinner
officers of the Odd Fellows hls talk was doubly appreciated.
friends at his home Tuesday night
A large number of parents and
passed last weekend at home.
guest last Saturday and Sunday of were installed efficiently by R. Bliss
wasn't quite big enough to win him ' Watts. Mrs. William Stickney. Mrs., ®iven 10 Hbellant.
at cards and a game supper.
frie
nds were visitors during Ameri
Fuller,
D.D.O.M.,
Ralph
Williams,
Mrs. Charles Wall of Tenant's Paul Gushee
his smokes for the week as "Pete” n. B Eastman and Mrs. Clara ' Faustina 8. Wright. Damariscotta,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Greenleaf Peterson nosed him out on the to- Lermond.
DDGM,
and
staff,
of
Union.
The
can
Educational Week.
Mrs.
Frank
Handley
of
Camden
Harbor
has
been
visiting
her
daugh

! from Howard R. Wright, Nobleboro.
wire hosts Wednesday night at tai
was a recent visitor at Mr. and officers are: Aubrey Fuller noble
All were glaa to welcome back
extreme cruelty, custody of minor ter. Mrs. Henry Carlson.
The Sewing Circle of Ivy Chap
cards and luncheon.
grand; Lyman Drinkwater. vice Virginia Fish who has been a pa
Mrs. Joshua Wentworth's.
Spurred on by Der Captain and ter, O.ES.. met Tuesday afternoon son given to libellant. Isabelle Nel
grand; Orman Keene, recording tient in Knox Hospital for a tonsil
The Bridge Eight met Friday his masterly coaching along with with Mrs Wllliam Barrows.
Although
the
open
season
for
son. Wiscasset, from Albert J. Nel
NORTH APPLETON
Ice
William
Arrington, operation.
night with Mrs. Sada Robbins
shooting pheasants is nearly over, secretary;
his utter disregard for danger (to cream, punch and crackers were son. Boothbay. cruel and abusive
Maurice Teele returned Friday the other fellows' pocketbooks) the
treatment and extreme cruelty,
Visitors Sunday at Mr. and Mrs. no one has been fortunate enough financial secretary; Leslie Hall,
Paul Gushee. a post graduate stu
from Boston.
name of libellant changed to Isa- Frank Meservey's were Mr. and Mrs. I‘° ba8 one of these wily creatures. treasurer; Elmer Sprague, warden; dent. has been coaching the boys
Ganders come back to take the
Mrs George Walker who underGrover
Elleene Leighton. ) William Carter of Jefferson and 11 has been far from a “slaughter Fred Edgecomb. conductor: Will and girls In basketball.
Mrs. Sidney Ingerson went Satur second string by 55 pins, the sink
Wood, chaplain; Bert Mitchell,
in ‘bis vicinity.
day 'to New York, where she will ing Skippers slowly succumbing to went an eye operation at the Maine Wiscasset, from Delmas E. Leigh- Mr. and Mrs. Elwin Mank.
• • * •
. » • »
right scene
supporter;
David
pass- the winter with her daughter Shield's smashing strikes and Ear and Eye Infirmary in Port- ton Wiscasset, non-support, cus- j Herbert Butler spent the past I
Primary School Notes
land Wednesday morning is doing
of minor child John
week with hls unc,e charles Butler
New Officers Installed
Esancy.
left scene supporter;
Marietta Ingerson.
spares.
Miss Abbie Buck of the State De
Clarence
Ames,
right
supporter
to
The
joint
installation
of
the
Odd
well.
Mr
Walker
is
registered
at
the
Leighton,
given
to
libellant.
Doroin
Northport.
Mrs. Emma Hopkins Smith is
They went a little further to lee| thy j prior Waldoboro, from John
Oeorge Butler lost a horse re- Fellows and Rebekahs was held last the noble grand; Jethro Pease, left partment and Supt. Merle Jones
guest of her sister. Mrs. Orrin Smith ward in the third squall and end- Lafayette Hotel to be near her.
I Saturday, with a large attendance. supporter to the noble grand; Free visited the students Monday.
Mrs. Willis Vinal returned Thurs- Prior. Bremen, desertion, custody of cently.
Rockland.
ed up on their beam ends, com
Joyce Fish has returned to school
At, Union Church Sunday: Sun pletely blown down. This places the !day from Portland where she had 1 minor child. Roger D. Prior, given to
Mrs. Leland Johnson entertained The officers of Goldenrod Rebekah man Wooster, right supporter to the
after
being absent for a week due to
vice
grand;
Leslie
Wentworth,
left
the Rebekah Sewing Circle Wedneswere lns,aJM ««t. ln a wry
day School 10 a. m.; Men's Bible series at three and two with the been guest a few days of her niecelibellant. Mamie B. Ramsdell, Jefpleasing manner by Adelle F Stan- suppprter to the vice grand; a tonsil operation
Class with Rev. Kenneth Cook at Ganders on the up side, but Gene Mrs- Thomas Douglas.
ferson. from Percy E. Ramsdell. Jef- dav
10 a. bl; worship at 11 a. m.. spe- Hall says that If there is anything
But one session of school was ferson. extreme cruelty, custody of
Mrs. Mabelle Keene and daugh ford. D DP . Carrie Smith, D.D.M., Zulnglius Gurney, inside guardian.
After the installation, a banquet COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
cial Thanksgiving music, anthem, in headgear that peps one up he is held Thursday becauseof the heavy J minor child. Benjamin U. Ramsdell, ter Vivian Keene, R. N„ were Wa and stall of Warren.
WORK WONDERS
The officers are: Ruth Arrington. was held.
given to libellant.
“Sing unto the lord." by the choir. 1 going to have same on hand next rain.
terville visitors Monday.
A mixed quartet will sing "There s Monday night.
1 The Dorcas Circle of Kings
Mrs. Dora Perry has returned
a Rainbow Shining Somewhere." | Gene and his arch enemy and Daughters will be entertained next
from a visit with her niece Mrs.
SOMERVILLE
Rev. Kenneth Cook the pastor, will dearestfriend staged an even- ! Monday afternoon at the home of
Chester Gray in Montville.
Weston Brown and two sons of
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Achorn and
preach on the subject "Think and
Steven performance, coining out Miss M Grace Walker by Mrs
Jefferson were callers Sunday at. children of Rockland were recent
Thank.” All are welcome. Juniorwith 247 apiece and then shaking pred Mathews
Epworth League will meet at 4 hands and calling it a day. SomeThomaston
guests of Mrs. Frank Meservey Jr.
Conti act Club Mrs. Alphena Brown's.
Arlene Grover and Wanda Brann
Miss Clara Meservey, daughter
o'clock; Christian Endeavor at 6 body who notices those little things mpt Frldav wjtb Mr k W. H. Robino'clock. New members will be initi- has suggested that it looked as if' ™
were at Arthur Light's and H. L. of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Meservey
ated at this time. Th pastor will Gene and Scotty had an under
McDaniel's on a recent visit.
and William Carter of Jefferson
speak on "The Questions God Asks." standing not to get too far apart in ' Mrs A v McIntyre entertained the
Harvey Emery, Vivian McDaniel were united in marriage Oct. 29 at
The evening service of praise and their bowling score, but we doubt if Contrac‘ club Wednesday,
I and Cecil Brann. who have been em- the Baptist parsonage in Rockland,
worship will begin at 7 o'clock, they ever could get together on such
Mrs. Jesse Mills attended the ployed with a State cVew, have re-i Rev. J. C. MacDonald officiating,
The choir will sing “Bells at Even- a proposition.
reception held in Rcckland last turned home.
They were attended by Frank Metide.” Rev. Kenneth Cook, pastor | “Doc" Lyford subbing for Dyer! Saturday honoring Mrs. Mae Cross
H. C. Brown was a visitor Sunday servey and Lois Meservey, brother
in Washington.
will speak on “Growing a Soul." who was out in New York buying department president.
and sister of the bride, They will
Samuel Bartlett and sons were reside in Jefferson.
Tuesday at 7 p. m.. prayer meeting, the Brooklyn Bridge, started out as
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Mills wer?
• • • •
! if he was going to be the next cham- guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. callers Sunday at A. J. Dodge's.
Mrs. Jessie Chetwyn
: pjOn but b€ cooied down and be- j Arthur Sidelinger in Nobleboro.
Among the lucky hunters here to
OWL’S HEAD
« *lmon Chetwyn. fore the thing was over was not so
Henry Marr Sr., returned Friday date are Ernest Peaslee, Vivian McM nov. u in Bath at the age of hot. The ol' Goose was pushed from the hospital in Togus where' Daniel and Maynard French, each
Mrs. Irma Vannah and Mrs.
72. The remains, were brought here down into third place, as he was a he had received treatment several i
a deer.
Bernice Kominda of Newton. Mass.,
Monday for burial and were ac- lntle ^j. on pump priming. and his
Miss Wanda Brann. who has em return home Saturday after spend
weeks.
companied by her daughter. Mrs. stomach was flapping like a rag in
ployment
in Augusta and attends ing a few days with their mother I
• • • •
Nina McRae, Mrs. Job Cunningham the wlnd Wlthout something in
Cony High spent Armistice Day and Mrs. Julia Speed.
High School Activities
of Rockland and a sister of the de front to stiffen hls backbone the
the remainder of the week as guest
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Sloan of Man- '
(By Marion Wallace)
ceased. Mrs. Lora Ford of Boston. Goose simply cannot do hls best.
of her mother. Leola Emery.
Chester, N. H.. were recent guests
Interment was ln Cummings
The junior class is winner of the
Captain Grimes is holding out hopes
Mr. and Mrs. Avery Colby are'at the home of Mr. 81oan's sister, ,
cemetery, where a committal serv however for he expects to have volley-ball series. Standing of the .pending a few days in Massachu- Mrs. Chester Philbrook.
ice was held. Rev. Kenneth Cook enough in the feed bag to stage an classes was: Juniors, won 6. lost 1; setts as guests of relatives. Miss
The Farm Bureau held an all day
and a minister from Bath officiat other supper before the Goose ac seniors, won 2 and lost 4; freshmen. Ruby McDonald Is keeping house | session Wednesday at the library,
ed. There were beautiful floral of tually loses any flesh.
won 2 and lost 4, sophomores, won for them during their absence
j
6UbJe<;t
without
2 and lost 3.
ferings. The bearers were Mark
Kendrick Light and Daniel Hisler Wrinkles" was presented by Mrs.
The score:
The magazine subscription cam-(have had employment at H. C.
Amins. S. A. Cummings. Robert
Ganders
Louise Arey. The dinner commit
tuil .n Iht Ift
II huf — .n Uinirui AiM—, Hrmt
Oeorgeson and Meredith Trefrey, Goose Arey ......... 92 90 94-276 palgn was closely contested be- j Brown s (or a few days.
tee Mrs. Margaret Margeson. Mrs.
____________
> Mrs. Chetwyn was a former citi Littlefield .... ......... 78 90 78—246 tween the "Americans" and the
Comfort? You've never known the like,
(X)K at it! Standing still, every inch
Martha Philbrook and Mrs. Nellie
zen of this town having lived here Orimes ...... ......... 76 113 82—271 "Nationals." Each team won four
what with lower floors, and wider scats,
J seems itching to get going. Streaming
Reed served a “square meal" to 23
SUNSET
40 years, She was born ln Nova Shields ..... ........ 104 95 103—302 games and an extra day was neces-:
-----' persons.
along, as you see it here, it's the perfect and as much as four inches more to
Sootia.
Sanborn .... ......... 95 84 95- 274 sary to determine the winner. The! Emery Cole. Russell Brown and! Miss Virginia Hitchner ef the
stretch out your legs!
picture of perfect action!
final results show the "Nationals' Everett Dunham went Tuesday to Bancroft School. Haddonfield. N
VISITORS TO NEW YORK FAIR 1
Convenience?
It's everywhere — from a
Now,
just
put
yourself
behind
that
wheel
!
445 472 452 1369
the Maine woods on a hunting trip.. , J., who is spending a vacation !n
of that team are to eat the tee
1
Skippers
gearshift out of knee-way to a direction
Martin Snowden returned Sunday Rockland, was recent dinner guest
Imagine ynur eyes looking out over that
Out-of-town visitors to the New
Skip Arey .... .......... 87 87 90—264 cieam cn fchool time at the ex- after passing the summer in yacht- at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Chester
signal that operates by a simple flip of a
World's Fair 1939 will number 15.comely, streamlined bonnet—your hand
, Hall ............ ......... 81 77 88 - 246
Philbrook.
switch!
000.006, it is estimated. Convey
on that ready, instant-answering wheel—
Mabel Powers is In Boston for the ' A supper was served Thursday at
Peterson
......... 102 80 93—275 man from the magazine company.
ances they will use and to what ex
, the ,ibrary for benefu Qf (he bu)w_
An idle dream, you say? Not a bit of it!
ynur foot on the gas treadle, bossing that
| "Lyford .... ......... 115 86 83—284 Approximated 90 more sales were, winter.
tent has been figured thus: By rail,
was
SargentvlUc ,ng. Mrs. Evelyn Ross and Helen
Drew k....... ......... 95 87 85—267 made this year as compared with!
This great car's calling pointedly to you
ablest
of
the
straight-eights!
7,860,600; by automobile, 4,770.000;
a year ago. Phyllis Perry and Wednesday on business.
Ross were ln charge. Following
when it so plainly invites, "Step in!
by motor bus. 1.860.000; by ship,
You hardly know your engine’s turning,
480 417 439 1336 Madeline Haskell were the high j Thg church Aid met Wednesday I supper a social evening was spent
Let’s go!”
390,006, and by airplane, 120,000.
so quietly does it pour forth its power!
salesmen. Premium awards will be night with Mrs. Minnie Sellers.
| in beano and cards. Those winning
• First year out of minors.
Though bigger, though better, though
made to the students.
j james Small. Percy Brown, and prizes at beano were Connie Ross.
Scorer. Tolman.
The big bad bumps are like a tniU pond's
The juniors held a class meeting Murry Forcyth left Sunday on a ' Virginia Farrell. Janice Wotton.
more beautiful than ever, this great Buick
ripples, so smoothly do giant coii springs
Vinal Haven & Rockland
Wednesday to make plan? for a box gunn|ng trip.
j Merriam
Scammon.
Josephine
is actually lower in price! Lower than
MATINICUS
level them for you!
C. A. E. Long is a surgical patient social, Dec. 2.
Steamboat Company
Mr. and Mrs. George Artz re- j Buckminster, Isabelle Bain, Austin
last year—lower by jar than you'd ever
at the State Street Hospital, Port
You look out on the wide, wide world
turned to Massachusetts last Sat- Richardson. Thomas Smith. Nellie
ROCKLAND
thmk to look at it — lower even than
HOLSTEIN MAKES GOOD
land.
past narrower posts and through deeper,
urday after spending two weeks Reed. Frank Ross, Jr., Fred Smith
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
The Sea Coast Mission boat Sun
some
sixes!
with Mr. and Mrs. Carl Haskell.
j Mrs. Hazel Atwood, Miss Isabelle
wider windshields and windows—up to
Roto Matador Inka Pauline 1777beam called here last Saturday
June Varisco and son of Stoning-1 Bain, Miss Nathalie Smith, Mary
Read Down
Read Fn
413 more square inches of safety plate
So, why don't you visit the nearest Buick
leaving Mr. Sargent to act as pas 725. two-year-old Holstein In the ton spent a few days recently with Foster, Poster Farrell and Evelyn
A. M.
P. M.
herd
of
of
Round
Top
Farms
of
dealer
—just to see the surprising news
glass
let
you
see
America
first,
last
and
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00
tor here Sunday. Mr. Sargent held
her mother Mrs. Evelyn Snowden. ! Ross. The sum of $18 was netted
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
services last Saturday night in Damariscotta. Tccently completed
that's
written on his price tags?
all
the
time!
Mrs. Ralph Avery with daughter for the building.
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 3.30
a lactation record on three timesCriehaven.
Jane and son Ralph, passed last
8.15 Lv. Vinal Haven,
Ar. 2.45
Miss Nathalie Smith returns to
Warren Ford of Rockland was a a-day milking of 11.540 lbs. milk weekend with Mrs. Annie Eaton.
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30
Augusta today after a few days'
and
393.2
lbs.
fat.
She
Is
one
of
122-tf
caller here recently.
Mrs. Josephine Flfleld of Brewer visit with Miss Isabelle Bain.
Mrs. Geneva Wentworth of Al the daughters of Carnation Mata and Mrs. Elizabeth LeCaln of Bos
bion who spent several weeks with dor Sultan and h out of Roto Inka ton were recent visitors at the home
her daughter, Mrs. Weston Ames Pauline. This test was made In the of relatives.
WE BUY
EXEMHAR Of GENERAL MOTORS VALUE
hUtMof monthly psi a and delay duato has returned home.
Herd Improvement Test and was
vousatnin, expoKureor umilar caum.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Young and reported by the Holstein-Friesian
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the mainland recently.

ln Boston.
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ROTARY CLUB MEETS
WILLIAM A. KENNEDY
and Mrs Cora Orne of this town,
Mrs. Reed winning first prize and
Advertisement* in this column not
At the meeting of the Rotary
Rockland business circles received
Mrs. Orne the consolation. Re
to exceed three llnee Inserted onoe f<>’
Club
yesterday
J.
E.
Stevens
told
25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
a severe shock Tuesday morning
freshments were served by the
how Gen. and Mrs. Knox became ditional lines five cent! each for one
hostess.
time 10 cents for three tlmee. Six
with the announcement of the sud
—AT—
such large owners of real estate small words to a line.
.SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
Miss Lois Robinson, daughter of
den death of William A. Kennedy, a in this section. Among other things
Correspondent
Mr. and Mrs. Orett Robinson of
well known tradesman at The Brook. of interest he told about a large
Tel. 190
Castine and formerly of this town
Mr. Kennedy closed his store at the part of valuable land in Rockland
was cne of the speakers at Chapel
usual hour Monday night and within that comprised a good many acres
during Education Week at Castine
-------an hour after reaching home had was sold for about 66 cents per
Mr. and Mrs. Richard E. Dunn
As collected by our correspondent,
Normal School where she is a sec
BLACK
3-fold
veterinarian's
Instru
passed to the beyond. His failure: acre, real estate on which now ment ease lost, possibly In Wsldobor.i
were hosts at a family dinner patry
GILBERT HARMON
ond year student. Her subject was
or
South
Thomaston.
Reward
DR
In
health
had
been
gradual
the
past
stand
valuable
houses
and
stores,
at The Elms Wednesday night,
Mastery of Skill." Miss Robin
Telephone, Camden 713
year or two.
j How "Bert" could remember ao A. W PEABODY. Tel 1-5. Tliomistoi,
their guests being Mr and Mrs.
139*141
son is also Athletic Editor of the
Funeral services will be held at j many dates and figures without
BOAT found drifting between Burnt
Lawrence Dunn. Mr. and Mrs. Eliza
1939 “Year Book" of Castine.
A fine time was had by many at attend a covered dish supper at his late residence on Rankin street j the aid of notes was a wonder to and Stimpson Islands Nov. 11. length
Walker and Mrs. Walter Willey.
24 ft. beam 7 ft . white
Motor re
the
Odd
Fellows
assembly
Friday
j
the
YMC
A,
building
Monday
at
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Wolf return’d
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock. Rev i all. The club surely did enjoy his moved Owner notify ALTON 8. CAL
Miss Harriet Dunn was unable to
DERWOOD. North Haven. R P D
Tuesday
from
an
11
-day
trip
during
Dr. Guy Wilson of the Methodist ! talk for he always has something
6.30.
attend.
138*140
Fuller was chairman of the com
which they visited relatives in New
Church will be the officiating clergy- J worth while and they know he ha<
32 Special rifle lost Tuesday on Gay
Among
the
survivors
of
Mrs.
Beta Alpha meets in the Baptist
The Steam Vapor Cleaner mittee
North Main streets
Rt wurd RALPH
York and Pennsylvania.
man and Capt. S. O Hutchinson, j made a deep study of his subject. or
JOHNSON. 18 Ouy St city
137*139
vestry Monday at 7.30 A large at
Flora Huntley Walcott who died
Amazes
All
At
Boynton
’
s
Amity Lodge of Masons worked
Rev. and Mrs. H. S. Kilborn of
Daniel T. Randall. Frank Kennedy Don Matheson, the popular Hig;i
tendance is desired as there Is
Nov.
11
are
the
husband,
Harry,
an
the entered apprentice degree Fri
and Francis Havener will be the School athletic director, ate his
Christmas work to be done. The North Weymouth. Mass., are to be
Service Station
♦
adopted daughter, brothers Enos bearers.
day
night
on
two
candidates.
first meal with the club as a new
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Theodore
refreshment committee is Mrs. Hil
«
An
amazing
new
piece
of
ma

Huntley
of
Brockton.
Mass..
George
member.
The
meeting
was
the
first
Rowell
this
weekend.
Mr.
Kennedy
was
born
Sept.
16,
*
A story hour for children will be
da Keyes Mrs. Blanche Slader. Mrs.
4
Dorothy Hastings and Miss Prances The Baptist Junior Choir heid chinery has been installed at Boyn held at 10 o'clock Saturdays at tihe of Rockland and Noble and William 1872. and attended the public schools under the new management of the
FT scallop boat for sale, al) rigged
its first meeting of the season ton Oil & Motor Co.. 115 Park St. Library throughout the winter. Mrs. Huntley of this town. Two sisters ln this city. His early years were Thorndike and 53 Rotarians and for39 scalloping.
Shaw.
Good buy for quick
two
guests
were
present.
Visiting
devoted
to
the
restaurant
business.
sale.
Inquire 67 PARK ST.
137*139
Elizabeth
Bromley
will
be
in
charge.
The Rook Club was entertained Thursday night in the vestry to It is a Jenny Steam Vapor Cleaner
also survive. Mrs. Herbert Brown
CHICKENS fowl and turkey for sale,
and for a while he conducted a Rotarians were Hal Boardman of
Mrs
Orman
Goodwin
entertained
plan
the
winter's
work.
Present
Wednesday night at the home of
of Hope and Mrs. Charles Hall of bow„ng alley, A{ |h„ Ume of hjs Bangor. S. L. G. Sutherland of flesh killed for Thanksgiving PETEK
which cleans and washes down the
EDWARDS. Tel 806-J. 271 Limerock 8t .
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Powell. were Esther Achorn. Leona Fris motor, underbody and chassis. her bridge club Thursday night. A Lynn, Mass., besides several nieces
138-140
death he was proprietor of a fruit Camden, C. W. Babb of same place. Rockland
covered dish supper was served.
Stanley Macgowan and Mrs. Al bee. Phyllis Kallock, Gwendolyn
DRESSED
chickens
for
sale.
25c
lb.
Harold
Ogden
of
Melrose,
Mass.
and confectionery store and book
Miss Hazel Witherspoon went and nephews.
del. Tel. 3-4 Warren. O. W ROGERS
bert Anderson were prize winners. Barlow. Glenice Carney. Barbara freeing all parts from sand, tar and
Guests
of
members
were
Frank
at
C
E.
Overlocks
l?J*lt
Thursday
to
Boston
where
she
has
stand
in
the
Masonic
Building.
He
Carney,
Glenice
Lermond.
Beverly
I
surplus
grease.
The Rotary Club will hold a
The others in the party were Mrs.
ELECTROLUX vacunr cleaner with
This steam vapor cleaner has a temporary position as medical Ladies Night Tuesday at the Con belonged to the Sons of Union Vet Fuller of Rockland, D. F. Stanley. atta
Macgowan. Mrs. AndPrson ahd Mr. Kirkpatrick and Priscilla Hastings
chments for sale, used very little
secretary
at
the
Lahey
Clinic.
Mrs.
erans.
Odd
Fellows.
Masons.
Eastern
TEL 136 38 Summer St
139 141
besides the leader, Mrs. Grace many industrial uses being available
and Mrs Weston Young.
gregational parish house.
Dr.
Moscow's subway plan includes
100 BUSHELS nice turnips for sale.
ack Stetson accompanied her and
Star, Rebekahs and Lions. While
Strout. For their coming year's
Federated Circle will hold a work it was decided to use for the, for sterilizing and steam meaning
40c
per
bushel.
J
L
GRIFFIN,
Union
Harry Trust, President of Bangor not a member of the Methodist having a special car on each train
returned Friday.
139-111
special meeting at the home of Mrs.
textbook. Mrs. Foster L. Haviland's floors . exterior granite or brick
Mrs. Charles Dwinal entertained Theological Seminary will be the Church hc was one of its staunch for children or women with child
LARGE homemade comlorters for
Hubert P. Leach Tuesday to com
sale, all colors, all patterns.
TEL
supperters. His genial nature and ren.
"Hymns Olckand New
Mrs. Havi- walls, sidewalks, etc. It is also the Knitters Wednesday night, speaker.
1067-M______________________ 131*- tf
plete arrangements for the fair
Those
present
were
Hazel
Witheri
•
•
.
•
straightforward
conduct
in
business
land is State Chairman of Feder- recommended for removing weather
PARLOR suite for sale, like new. low
Dec. 9.
price 91 NORTH MAIN ST
138*140
spoon. Barbara Belyea. Mrs. Amos
Miss Mary S. Smart
affairs made him well liked and re
ated Junior Choirs.
stains
from
monuments
and
ceme

Mrs E. R. Biggers was hostess to
LARGE
reed
divan
for
sale,
good
Pitcher. Mrs. Orman Goodwin. Mrs.
death of Miss Mary S. Smart spected in the community.
The Contract Club met at the tery markers.
condition, fine for sun porch, price
the Thursday Club this week. Prizes
very
low
108
UNION
ST
138*140
Donald
Rollins.
Mrs
Robert
Smith.
Mr
Kennedy
was
married
45
85
occurred
Wednesday
night.
She
heme cf Mrs. William H. Robinson
were awarded Mrs. Vernon Achorn.
It is highly important to keep a Mrs. Edward Dangler and Mrs. Gil
GLENWOOD oak parlor atove for sale
was the daughter of Ephraim and years ago yesterday to MLss Alice
in Warren yesterday afternoon.
good as new. *10 gets It. S. H HALL.
Mrs. Weston Young and Mrs.
car
clean
in
order
to
save
sand
and
Hutchinson
of
Little
Drer
l»'e
who
IP
Y°u
like
lo
Draw.
Sketch
or
Paint
bert
Harmon.
109
Park St._______________________ 138*140
Sarah Robbins Thayer Smart of
There were three tables in play,
° ,—Write for Talent Test I No Fee) I Give
Charles Smith. Mrs. Stanley Mac
Mrs. Ethel Burkett is ill at her Camden and for the past 15 years survives him. together with one son age and occupation. Write "F” care fcMALL farm for sale, cheap for cash,
and Miss Lucy Rokes had top score grit from working into moving
gowan. Mrs. Enoch Clark. Mrs Ed
range *8 Tel. Thomaston 62-J. B
Maurice, who had been associated Thc Courier-Oazetta.______________ 137*142 also
home on Washington street.
had resided ln this town.
PAULSEN.
138*140
win Lynch, Mrs. Edward T. Dor- Mrs. Richard O. Elliot, second and parts of chassis. This new treatwith him „• tv... ., _
...
JUDY-ANN Beauty Shop. 122 Camden,.------—-------------------------------------------------------Mrs. Ernest (Lindsey spent Wed
She attended St. Catherine's Hall Willi mm at the Store more than st All branches of beauty culture at I PKJ8 for Mie. 5 weeks old «3 Turrail Mrs W B D Gray Mrs O.car IMrs' Arthur J Elliot third. Mr- ment als0 prepares tbe under body
years; a daughter Mrs Prnnrlx ' reasonable prices Open until 8 p. m. i nips 60c bushel Tel. 371-4 H P.
Crie.’Mrs Forest Stone and jte. Maynard Spear is to be the hostess ,for
prevents rust nesday with Mr. and Mrs. Willis lin Augusta and after graduation 14
_ „
u uaugaiti, Mrs. S-Tancis ; Tel
ev A G WEAVER
! CROCKETT South Thomaston. 137*139
Pitcher.
E.
Havener;
a brother, Frank Ken-1 ___________________________________________
137*139 [
next
week.
TWO coats horse for Immediate sale.
taught
there
for
a
time
later
going
Orvel Williams completed the num
and corrosion.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Dangler
nedy of Camden; two brothers-in-1 WILL do crocheting, knitting, mend- AL BLACK. 120 Main St . Thomaston.
The first meeting of the season
MRS
137*139
ber for the three tables.
A special kwick car wash includ- returned to New York city Thurs- to Concord. N. H. Subsequently she law Con,
, .... —
! lng. darning and similar work
, Tei 451-12 138*140
of the Third District Council.,
principal of the Delancey law, Capt Hutchinson of Little Deer | earl woodman
_________
GREEN, hard wood. (6 cord In 1 and
jlng steam vapor under wash and day after having been guests of Mr. became
The Baptist Ladies' Circle met nt
gchool
privat<? schoo, for glrls Isle, and Daniel T Randall of Need
CLEANING, pressing fall coats and
cord loads, delivered anywhere from
American Legion Auxiliary was held
regular body wash will be featured and Mrs Robert Smith for a few K £Rneva N y g,,,, ,eaves no hum
u.. I nu»ve»
ivr
remodeled ntin
NEW YORK
| Rockland to Belfast
Write or call
the vestry Wednesday and complet
nam. Mass., and a son-in-law.
| suits
Maln iciutAicicu.
8t corner Summer
St TAILOR.
at Rockland yesterday afternoon and
137-tf I*EON CALLAHAN 9 Luce St . Rockland
in order to introduce tire new ma
ed arrangements for the annual
-lor Lincolnville. Rt 2
137*139
Francis E. Havener Mr Kennedy
dflys'
__ . .
near relatives.
Williams-Brazier Unit was repre
MEN old at 40' Get Pep New Ostrex
chine at $195. A thorough steam
Chi L imas sale to be held Nov. 30.
was very proud and fond of hk ! Tonic Tablets contain raw oyster In
VERY good buys—Superior lumber:
Tuesday is annual Thanksgiving
sented by: Mrs. Edwin F Lynch.
! vlgorators and other stimulants
one ; Matched pine board-: novelty pine sldFuneral services wlll be held this
vapor cleaning, repainting under- Donation day at Community Hos
The committees are: Cooked food.
«even grandchildren—Francis Hav- 1 dose starts new pep. Value *1 0U Call lnk- also best
ned training lumber
Mrs Earl Risteen. Mrs. Enoch Clark.
Mrs. Philip Newbert. Mrs E. P. Mrs Charles Smith. Mrs. Weston ’ gear and degreasing the motor will pital. All are invited to call on, afternoon at 4 . o'clock at _ St. ener Jr Richard H Havener Va. write C H. MOOR <Sc CO
! «ud board- JAMES Y MESERVE V
ever,
dr.,
Kltnarci
K
Havener.
NorlJl*1394tl41*148 ! « B. Jefferson; Tel. North Whltetteld
__ i Thomas Episcopal Church. Rev
Starrett and Mrs. Lawrence Hahn: Young. Mrs. Orvel F. Williams and be done for $395. thus putting one's that day ,from „2 .to .5. „
Go and take1
„
YARNS lor rugs and hand knitting
------------------------------------------------ 132 1-111
' William E. Berger officiating. tn.i L. Havener, Margaret C. Havcar in perfect, efficient condition
fancy work. Mrs. Lucy Silkry;
ener,
Beverly A Havener
norothc Samples and knitting directions free.
NO 1 hard wood. Junk wood, and
Mrs. Edgar Ccbb. president of the
.
_
ler' uorotn> H A. BARTLETT Harmony Me 128-139 fitted wood delivered anywhere ln
Burtal
will
be
in
Mountain
Street
|
for
winter
driving
.
aprons. Mrs. Minnie C. Wilson;
will serve refreshments.
Rockland. Rockport or Camden. *8 lor
A Kennedy. —
Unit. Other units represented were
ande —
Raymond. J_----------------------g, M U
Visit Boynton's garage and serv
Junk wood; *9 for fitted; *7 for fire
grabs. Mrs. Robert W. Walsh, candy, ! Damariscotta. Wiscasset and Rock
“Young Dr. Kildare" starring Lew Cemetery.
Kennedy.
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders place wood; also No. 1 potatoes. 80c bu.
• • • •
ice station at 115 Park street and Ayres and Lionel Barrymore will be
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
Mrs. James E. Creighton and Mrs.
subject
to change. MARCELLUS TAY
land with Mrs. Olive Tinkham. de
131-tf LOR. Tel Union 11-13___________137 139
see this remarkable machine in ac shown at the Comique Theatre
High School Notes
N F. Andrews; miscellaneous. Mrs.
WILFRID
V.
MORIN
partment president, from Auburn,
DRY hard wood per foot fitted. $1 25,
Herbert Newbert and Mrs. Anna and Mrs. Anne Lovely department tion. It is the only one in this Sunday and Monday.
The Seniors gave a poverty party
Sawed *1 15. long. *1 05. M B St C O
Legal
Notice
area
—
adv.
PERRY.
Tel 487___________________ 128-tf
Burkhardt; supper. Mrs. Leila secretary, from Old Town also pres
Death came without warning Nov. |
The Lend-A-Hand Club will serve Thursday at the Opera House. A
HARD coal for sale, also lumpy PoSmalley. Mrs, Charles M. Starrett. ent. The business meeting and
a public supper in the vestry to- large crowd attended and the en- 2 to Wilfrid V. Morin. North Main i
DISTRICT COURT OF
cahontus soft coal; dry fitted hard
Mrs Stanley W. Macgowan and | {inp program
follow€d by re_ Class at 12.45 afternoon service at night from 5 to 7 o'clock.
UNITED STATES
and Junk wood. J. B PAULSEN, Thom
tertainment was a great success.
street, taking him at the prime of I
DISTRICT
OF
MAINE
aston. Tel. 02
131-tf
Mrs Guy K Lermond. Mrs. Mar- freshments.
2.
"A Sermon From A Postor's
Lester Gross. Harold Boynton a busy life.
SOUTHERN DIVISION
St. Johns Church. Holy Euch Scrap Book,” will be the subject of George Wasgatt. and Howard DearIN THE MATTER OF
tin Webber is in charge of the baby
He was born July 11. 1«QC in
The Thomaston High School
in RECEIVERSHIP OF
show which is to begin at 2 o'clock Girls' Basket ball team won by 17- arist at 9.30. There will be no the sermon by the minister. Rev.' born attended the Hi-Y conference Brunswick, son of the late Mr and ™E Rockland national bank
Ur,
,,
,
i ROCKLAND. MAINE
In the evening there will be an en 16 over the Alumnae Team while the afternoon service.
Weston P. Holman at the Metho- at Bowdoln College and ln the aft- Mrs Nestor Morin. He was educat- I
order of notice
St Georges Church. Long Cove dist Church next Sunday at 10.30 ernoon went to the Bowdoin-Tufts ed in the parochial schools of ! 11 appearing from the Petition of
tertainment under th<> direction alumni boys' team reversed the Or
„
. .
A
scuoois 01
Edwar<j c Payson Receiver of The
el Mrs. Janie, Creighton featuring
r an(J were winners by a large Holy Eucharist 7.45. Due to the A F. Sherman music director. The game.
Brunswick and attended college in I Rockland National Bank Rockland
HEATED room to let. near bath; one
verified the xenth day of Novem- minute Irom Po-t Othce
7 Masonic
tlie Toy Onliestra directed by Mi margin over the high school boys , Young People's Conference at Bel Church school and Bible classes will
Canada prior to entering service for Maine,
her. A D. 1938. that a Petition was St , TEL 1185 R
138-14U
Among
those
from
here
who
at

Ruth Brackett. Following tlie busi at tire game last night at the high ' fast there will be no afternoon convene at 11 45 classes for all ages.
filed
on
the
17th
day
of
November.
A.
!
—
.
,
-------r
—
—
--------------—
the World War. He qualified as D 1938. praying that the said Edward
tended
the
Bates-Colby
game
were
Hsht housekeeping rooms to
service at St. John's Church.
ness meeting a supper was served school.
bfthA,,u! Awn ,Oc kW°
machine gunner but the Armistice C Payson as Receiver be authorized:^*'01
Happy Hour service at 7 o'clock, Mr. Richards and Mr Payson
to convey certain real estate u>wned ,
A ° LOBD- ,5,0B,jY
was served by Mrs. Edith Chapman
prevented overseas service. Subse by said trust under Asset No 1777 for : V1 w Bda*1*_______________________ 139-141
fong service and talk by the pastor,
The fire department was called
Among the waitresses at the OutTHOMASTON BOWLERS
Mrs. Gladys Moore, Mrs. Anna to go to Tenants Harbor about mid- j
quently he made his home in Port a consideration of not less than One 1 LARGE sunny light house-keeping
subject: "That Magnificent Minor
I lng Club banquet were: Lucie DickHundred Fifty Dollars (*150 00) cash. 1 room to let. sink and lavatory, also
Team Standing
Burkhardt. Mrs Nellie Orff and I night Friday to the home of Mrs [
ity." vocal duet by Mrs. Payson and lens, Mary Bryant, Anna Burrill, land until he came to Rockland two representing the present reasonable rooms at low rates AMERICAN HOUSE
P.F. W. L. PC.
MLss Harriette Tillson.
138*140
Mrs. Dyer. There will be a union
years ago fo* the Electrolux Cor value of the property, In accordance 308 Main St
Nan Wheeler which was however
with letter of the Comptioller of the
11696 19 11 .633 936 Thanksgiving service at the Bap | Phyllis Packard. Frances Bartlett. poration.
Pirates.
The Senior Choir of the Baptist completely destroyed.
FOUR-room apartment for rent all
Currency dated September 20, 1936
11562 16 14 .533 92.5 tist Church next Thursday from ! Nathalie Smith. Joan Emery, Vir
on Motion of the Petitioner, modern Improvements, heating and
Cubs.
Church of Thomaston, one of the
On Sept. 1, 1928 he married Geor It NOW.
cooking equipment Included
Best lo
Mrs. J. Edward Elliot went thi-i
Is hereby
ginia
Carr.
Thelma
Hendrick.
Isabel
90.1
433
cation. TEL 543-R
l'8*14O
11257
17
13
newest choirs to have joined the morning to New York for a week: Oiants
ORDERED
gia Huntley of Rockport who sur
9.29 to 10.
Rokes, Winnie Heath, Barbara
That all creditors and other persons
RESTAURANT fully equipped with
11374 12 18 400 91 0
Reds.
Maine Federation of Music Clubs, I with her sister Miss Ruth Averill.
vives together with brothers Alcide interested attend the Hearing on said •tree room furnished apartment for
Sunday will be observed as "Har
entire league. 91 .8 High vest Sunday" at the Baptlsi Wood. Barbara Gamage. Janette and Joseph of Brunswick and Paul Petition before the United States Dis *6 week. First class condition: Barb-r
will be among the 12 senior choirs 1
trtet Judge ln the United States Court I shop,
first
class
condition,
fully
Individual total. Robbins. 515. High church. The platform will be dec Ryder. Nancy Hobbs, and Elizabeth of Westbrook.
in the Thanksgiving Festival to be ,
i„ the Churches
Funeral services liotAe.In’the’eitj of Portiand. ’countv eouipped, $4 week V. F STUDLEY.
Pitcher.
Cumberland and State of Maine, on Tel. 1154 or 330
138-tf
held at 3.45 p. m. Sunday in Port- | gt James Cathollc church. Mass Individual single. Paquin. 128. High orated with vegetables, fruits and|
were conducted by Rev. Fr. E. O. of
tbe 21st- dav of November, A. D. 1938.
k'tipntqhk’T'*
on*
team total. Pirates, 2377. High canned goods. All are invited to
The High School is glad to co Kenyon cf St. Peter’s Church and at 12 o’clock, M and then and there fc^uht^^eke'enlnB ^TocEAN^T*
land City Hall Auditorium. The j at 9 a. m.
show cause. If any they have, why the tS .
housekeeping. 31 OCEAN ST.
match total. Pirates-Cubs 4711.
share in this thank offering. At- operate in any way possible with interment was in the Amesbury Hill TYprayer
Favor rtf cold Doflflcnoi- cKzMitr4
lojll
other senior choirs to be heard on
of aatd Petitioner should not be I “1 • 1UD-W
Baptist Church. Bible School at
Individual
Record
granted
FURNISHED apartment to let. 2
terdants will receive gifts at th?ithe Outln8 Club because of the cemetery. Rockport.
the massed chorus choir directed by 9 45. morning worship at 11. Rev.
And It Is further
rooms, toilet, clothes closet, shed.
S. PF. Ave. door. Distribution will be made: m&ny benflts they receive from this
Howard R. Stevens are; Central Mr. Kilborn will occupy the pulpit
ORDERED
Couple or woman alone at 72 CAMDEN
That
this
Order
be
published
tn
the
I
St.
137*130
98.8
25 2470
Congregational of Bath. John Shaw. and the muslc ,.in
..Jubilate De0 Rcbbins ..............
a here most needed after the serv- organization.
ANNIE S. GEDDES
Portland Press Herald once on Novem- —modern
ij—57.1
ber
18 1938
and ln thp Rnck'anH
muuiskw apartment to let. garage,
978
F.
Black
...............
20
1956
ice.
Music
by
the
quartet.
Sermon
j
Oleitta
and
Pauline
Eaton,
junior
director; Evening Choir of the Im- in A (ShelIey) with incidental solo
oer
10 nwo. ana in tne rock.and | 120 MAIN ST. Thomaston.
137M39
Rockland. Maine once
25 2428 97.1 by Rev. Mr Brown subject: "NotI and freshman respectively, have left
Mrs. Annie S. Geddes, 74. promi Courier-Gazette.
manuel Baptist Church, Portland by Byron Knowlton and "The Beau Devi* ...................
on November 19. 1938. and that there
COMPLETELY furnished apartment
nent Flushing clubwoman, and wife be one day at least elapse between the o let; lights, water, garage. *18 month,
Miss Susan G. Coffin, director; tiful Garden of Prayer ' 1 Morris) py Smalley .............. ... 25 2416 96 6 ill Contempt of Heaven." Vespers at I school to return to Sedgwick.
last publication of this Order and the ' TEL 1091-R. 122 Camden St.
137*139
Westbrook Congregational Church, Mrs. Fred M. Butler. Miss Layra Paquin ................ ... 25 ^389 95.6 7 with the young people's vested) Barbara Coathup has passed the of John Geddes, the oldest business date of said Hearing
FURNISHED apartment to Jet
57
Dated
November
17.
1938
94.2
2355
25
CRESCENT ST
137-tf
Fred Lincoln Hill, director; Wood- Meserve organist will play a pre Young .................
choir Brief sermon on "A Real so-word transcription te t and has man in the community, died of
By Order of Court
SMALL furnished house to let at
... 25 2352 94.1 Haunted House." Church School a:' been awarded a certificate by the heart disease Nov. 7 at her hom?.
WILLIAM B. MILLS
fords Congregational Church. Port lude for offertory. There will be a Felt .
(I> 8.)
Spruce Head near salt water; new
40-12 Main street, Flushing. She had
land, Mrs. Maude H. Haines, direc union service in the evening at 7 Grover ................ ... 25 2346 938 9 45. Pastor's Bible class at 10. ■ Gregg Publishing Co.
Clerk of the United States District a-rage. Ideal for year-around home;
rent reasonable
CALL 793-W
106-tf
Court. District of Maine
Dana ...
. 20 1874 93.7 Young Peoples Porum at 6. Mid-, The moving pictures
tor; Chestnut Street Methodist
this been ill only about a week.
139-lt
SINGLE house to le’ at 8 Rockland
Mrs. Geddes was born in Chelsea.
Dummy ..............
23 2126 92 4 week devotional retreat Thursday Wfek wre on thf .Function of
Church. Portland. Mr. Stevens, di
DISTRIUT COURT OF
St . garage
D. SHAFTER, 15 Rock
THE UNITED STATES
land St._____________________
134tf
Mass., a daughter of the late Martha
25 2290 91 6 at 7.30. .
rector; St. Lawrence (Wright Me and MLss Julia V Woodcock organ-1 Elliot ....................
CtSTRlCT OF MAINE
Leaves" and "Roots of Plants."
|
FURNISHED room to let
MRS A.
SOUTHERN DIVISION
and William Osborne. She had lived
Hastings .............
20 1826 9131 a public Thanksgiving service
morial) Church. Portland, Mrs 1st.
C. JONES, 5 Talbot Ave . Tel. 578
THE MATTER OF
The students had the oppor ln Flushing for 52 years. Her hus KN
25 2261 99 4 will be held at the Baptist church
Phyllis Cobb, director; People's M
RECEIVERSHIP OF
134tf
Federated (Congregational-Methj-I Grafton ..............
ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK.
E. Church, South Portland. Mrs. dist) Church. There will be a' Lynch .................
25 2260 994 Thursday from 9 30 to 10 o'clock. tunity Friday of availing them band has conducted a paint store THE
FOUR-room apartment to let. heated,
ROCKLAND MAINE
hot water furnished at 15 Summer St.
selves of the State Tuberculosis at the Main stre et address for more
ORDER OF NOTICE
Albert D. Tilton, director; Stevens special Thanksgiving Service at 111 Stetson ................ ... 25 2257
Call MRS FROST. 318 W.
132-tf
It appearing from the Petition of
than 60 years.
Avenue Church. Portland, Mrs. Vir subject of the sermon to be I Strout .................... 12 1078 89 8 one half an hour in length. Quartet Diagnostic Clinics.
FURNISHED apartments to let. heat
Edward C Payson. Receiver of The
and unheated. }3 50-$8 week V F.
The High Honor Students for the
Mrs. Geddes had long been promi Rockland National Bank. Rockland. ed
ginia Knight Douglas, director; “Thanksgiving in Such a World." I Newbert ..............
20 1784 89.2 music and hymns of thanksgiving.
Maine, verified the tenth day of Novem STUDLEY. 77 Park St , Tel. 330. or 283
first
quarter
are:
Philip
Pendleton,
nent
in
community
affairs
in
Flush

88
9
Main
St . Tel 1154
128-tf
Clark Memorial Church. Portland, with the anthem “Rejoice. Give Stevens ...............
25 2222
ber. A D 1938. that a Petition was filed,
Plan to attend and take your com
the 17th day of November. A D
FURNISHED apartment to lei at, 17
Mary Bryant Edith Hary, Bar ing. She was a past president of on
Leroy E. Leonard, director; Con Thanks" (Holt) by the Senior Choir Burnham ................
5 442 88 4 pany. Offering for relief work.
1938. praying that the said Edward C Warren St. Inquire at 11 JAMES ST
as Receiver be authorized to
gress Square Universalist Church, and
5 439 87 8
"Soul and body" Is the subject of bara Wood. Mona Ingraham,,Mary the Women’s Auxiliary of William Payson
121-W
"Song
cf
Thanksgiving" WilUams ............. ...
cccept not less than Six Thousand Dol
Portland. Howard W. Clark, direc (Parksi by the Junior Choir. Sun-; Pierpont ................. 25 2175 870 (he Lesson-Sermon that will be Thurlow, Pauline True. Charles A. Leonard Post. American Legion, lars 1*6.000 001 rash In full compromise
UPSTAIRS apt. with bath to let. In
of Assets Nos. 305 and 307 quire 12 KNOX ST.. Tel. 156-W 131-tf
tor; and the Radio Parish Trio.
5 435 87.0 read Sunday in all churches of Calderwood. Honor students: Ed and also of the Women's Relief settlement
day School as usual at 9.45 a. in. i| G. Black .................
and for release of an endorsement on
ROOMS to let. Apply at MRS. FLORA
win Ames. Alden Damery, Lucie Ccrps of George Huntsman Post, Assets Nos 30E and 303. In accordance COLLINS.
Mrs. Dora Benner, who has been and Epworth League at 6. The 1j Chaples .............. .... 25 2143 85.7 Christ. Scientist.
15 Qrove St.
131-tf
with letter of the Comptroller of the
very ill for three weeks at the home union evening service will be held . Woodcock ...........
20 1565 78 3
FOUR room apartment to let. all
The members of the Ladies' Dickens, Gwendolyn Eastman, Les- i Grand Army of the Republic. She Currency dated October 4. 1938. pray
_ that
__________
Apply
at
CAMDEN and
said _________
Receiver be _________
authorized modern.
of her daughter, Mrs. A. H. Ulmer at the Baptist Church at 7.
Matches this week—Giants 4. Reds Bowling Club and those who wish ter Gross. Harry Hodson. Dorothy was also an active member of th2 ing
to accept not less than Four Hundred ROCKLAND WATER CO.. Tel. 834.
in Rockland, is greatly improved.
118-tf
to become members are invited 10 MacDonald. F;ancis Pellerin. Georg? First Methodist Episcopal Church Dollars 1 *400 001 cash ln lull compro
Pentecostal Mission. Adult Bible I 2; Pirates 4, Cubs 2.
settlement of Assets Nos 266 Io
Edgar Ames, grand steward and
Prescott. Anna Burrill. Eleanor Car of Flushing and had for many years mise
274 Inclusive, In accordance with letter
past district deputy grand master,
ver. Wilma Dougherty, Kathleen taknn an active part in local wel cf the Comptroller of the Currency
dated October 12. 1938; praying that
J
accompanied by Edgar Libby. Edgar
Heald. Ruth Hills, Gertrude Jamie fare and philanthropic movements. said Receiver be authorized to accept
less than Two Hundred NinetyCrawford and Ellis Young attended
son. Hugh Johnson. Alfred Knowl
For ten years Mrs. Geddes had not
four Dollars and Twenty Cents 1*294 20)
•♦*
the meeting of the Ninth District
ton. Elizabeth Pitcher. Eli ha Rich- been a summer resident of Crescent cash tn full compromise settlement of
FURNITURE wanted, dining room
Assets Nos 573 to 576 Inclusive. In ac
cf Masonic Lodges held at Tenants
erds, Elvira Arico. Gladys Berry \ Beach. Rockland, Mp . where she cordance
TEL.
with letter ot the Comp suite, bed room, living room.
137-139
troller of the Currency dated October evenings 1051-R
Harbor, with Eureka Lodge the host.
Dorothy Bryant. Mary Hatch. Mar was well known.
22. 1938; and praying that said Re
MIDDLE-aged woman of good per
Supper wa.i served preceding the
jorie Herrick. Alan Johnson. Robert
Besides her husband, she leaves ceiver be authorized to accept not less sonality
and
highly
recommended
than Five Hundred Dollars (*500.001 wanted for pen oral duties in doctor 's
meeting. All lodges of the Ninth
Merchant. Ruth Prince, Joan Set three sons. William. George and cash
ln full compromise settlement of heme Tel CAMDEN 700 from 5.30 to
District except Vinal Haven were
ter", Peter Sparta. Harry Stearns, Harry Geddes, who are asso dated Asset No 555, ln accordance with lett“r 6 p. m. daily.
139*1**!
of the Comptroller of the Currency
represented but due to adverse
Maynard Thurlow’, James Went in business with their fat.icr; a dated November 1. 1938
USED apartment piano wanted. Writ**
on Motion of the Petitioner, ‘‘A. H F..” care of The Courier-Gazette
weather conditions, Grand Master
worth. Muriel Young. Ralph Young. niece, Mrs Lotta Cain of Palermo. It NOW
is hereby
,
138 It
ORDERED:
George F. Giddings of Augusta was
Phyllis Arnold*, Thomas Aylward. Me., and five grandchildren.
MAN or woman wanted to 'ake or
That all creditors and other persons ders for Xmas wreaths out of town
unable to be pre-ent.
Hazel Crooker”, Genie Dailey".
Services were conducted at Fo Interested attend the Hearing on said
inquire 2 WILLOW ST. city.
139*lt
Mr and Mrs. Lawrence Dunn and
Earbara Dyer, John Felton*. Ken garty's Funeral Home. 136-25 Forty- Pecttlon before the United States Dis
POSITION wanted a.s housekeeper or
trict Judge ln thc United States Court
If
you
weren't
satisfied
with
last
winter's
heating
.
.
.
this
winter
switch
to
Miss Harriet Dunn have closed their
neth Goodman. John Johnson, Clar first avenue, Flushing, by Rev. Nor House, ln the City of Portland. County practical nurse. 23 PARK ST . etr*
138*140
of Cumberland and State of Maine, on
D&H Anthracite. D&H Anthracite's steady, even heat cannot he matched.
home here and went today to Port
ence Thurlow. Students receiving man Hall, pastor of the First Metho the
21sit day of November. A. D 1938
SECOND hand ear heater wanted. W.
land where they are to spend tin
one “C" and the rest Honor and dist Episcopal Church of Flushing. at 12 o'clock. M . and then and there W. STRONO. 49 Grace St., city. Tel.
Householders in the coldest areas know this. They rely upon it for their
show cause. If any they have, why the
winter at the Pilgrim hotel.
High Honor ranks are: Barbara Burial was in Flushing cemetery.— prayer of said Petitioner should not 19-W______________ ________________137*139
home comfort—at all times! Be ready with your hinful of fall and winter
AMERICAN
widow desires house
be granted.
Mrs. Herbert Newbert entertained ‘
Coathup. Louis Harry, Margaret Long Island (N, Y.) Star Journal.
keeping position for one alone—in the
And It Is further
comfort... order D& II Cone-Cleaned Anthracite today! Call —
country
preferred
Best of references.
nt cards Thursday Mrs. Mae Reed i
ORDERED
Rossiter. Harriet Arnold. Vinal
The news of Mrs. Geddes' death
That this Order be published In rthe If stamp enclosed, all letters will be
nnd Mrs. Clara Pay.>on of Rockland i
Hardy, Winnie Heath, Mary Her was received in this locality with' Portland
answered
Write
”
M. M.” care The
Press-Herald once on Novem
,!ikl
137*140
rick. Paula Thomas, Marie Young, deep sorrow. She was one of the ber 18. 1938. and in the Rockland Courier-Gazette.
Courier-Gazette, Rockland, Maine, once
POSITION wanted as practical nurse
Patricia Hatch, Douglas Kelley, oldest and most popular summer on November 19. 1938, and that there and
housekeeper
TEL 722-2.
137-139
one day at least elapse between th™
Marion McDermott, Frank Milliken, residents at Crescent Beach. Among be
ALFRED M. STROUT
CONVALESEANT nnd invalids cared
last publication of this Order and tlie
TEL. 487
for, at quiet and pleasant home on.
j Philip Moody, Angelina Nuecio, those who attended the funeral was date of said Hearing.
Samoset road. Tel. 63-W. MRS. DICK.
Dated. November 17. 1938.
Insurance
J519 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND
i Phylls Chapman. Donald Crawford, Ralph M. Choate of this city.
132^t
By Order of Court
Fire, Automobile, and Allied Lines ,
WILLIAM B MILLS
! Dorothy Ingraham. Peter McGrath,
WATCHMAKER— Repairing watcher,
139-It clocks, antiques all kinds. Call and
THOMASTON, MAINE
Barbara Dyer.
Clerk of the United States deliver, S. ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23
READ ALL THE NEWS
District Court. District or Maine
lOOStf
Amesbury St.. Rockland, Tel. 958-J
(•) one “B" and the rest "A’s".
THEN READ ALL THE ADS
(L. 3.)
131 tf
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NEWS OF THE DAY

In Everybody’s Column

CAMDEN

: LOST AND FOUND I

It Does The Job

♦
a■

FOR SALE

:

to let

! MISCELLANEOUS I

WANTED *

D&H ANTHRACITE
A
Tael
For “M-ta-Half Homes

Id. B. S C. 0. PERRY

BURN D&H ANTHRACITE- THE 5 POINT FUEL"

:

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, November 19, 1938
AT LITTLEFIELD CHURCH

Ruth Mayhew Fair

ETY

Men From the U. S. S. York
town Helped Make It a
Complete Success

Page Seven

Castine Normal

ROCKPORT

★★★★

Will

Held Christian Endeavor
Rally Monday Night

Be

UDA O. CHAMPNEY
Correspondent

This And That

Pertinent Questions
Concerning the Wholesale
Destruction of Lives and
Homes

i The annual rally of the Knox
A party of 15 students and two
County Christian Endeavor Union
members of the faculty went by
j will be held at the Littlefield Mem—
Tel 222# •
1 orial Church Monday night.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
Walter Mills of Needham, Mass., I The doors of the Grand Army hall boat across the Bagaduce River to
Deep Gully Brook, Armistice Day
I was a recent guest of Mr. and Mis. opened to the public Monday after4.46 Registration.
I have gratefully noticed how
for an out of door steak dinner.
Tlie annual membership drive of
Oscar S. Duncan, Main street.
noon to admit all wro were inter
5.00
Fellowship Service, Mrs. Alger
carefully The Courier-Gazette has
Three students from Rockland and the American Red Cross is now on.
W. Geary, speaker. Topic: “Little Is
J avoided as much as possible this
ested in the fair sponsored by Ruth vicinity were in the party.
Arthur K. Walker is chairman of i Much When God Is In It."
Mrs. E. W. Freeman was host to
By
K.
S.
F.
Mayhew Tent, L.U.V.
constant talk of war with which we
Monday evening, the members of the local committee and requests
Chummy Club this week. Bridge
5 45 Business Meeting. Report of
Prettily decorated booths and the Junior class enjoyed a chicken that membership fees or donations
are otherwise bombarded from all
prizes were won by Mrs. Frank
tables, scattered about the main supper at the home of Mr. and Mrs. be handed to him or left at the Committees, Election of officers.
Fields, Mrs. Annie Saville and Mrs.
Girls, hunt up your old gold sides. It is a pleasure and comfort
6.00 Banquet.
hall, were a pleasing sight as one Orett Robinson of Battle avenue. Post Office.
Flora Fernald.
locket,
if you have not turned it in to read The Courier-Gazette in this
7.30
Evening
Service.
Rev.
Alger
W.
entered. Ada Payson presided over The majority of Mr. Robinson's
Mrs. Herbert Crockett enterUlned
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Barbour (Pris
the flower .booth, tastily decorated friends know him best as a baseball at an enjoyable neighborhood party Geary, speaker. Banner awarded tn for old gold, and your lovely silver war mad world of ours.
cilla Wilson) of Portsmouth, N H„ Mrs. Guy Wilson was called to
In the following article, which I
with tendrils of natural fall vines. player or as a teacher of history Thurday night, honoring the 32d Society of highest percentage. Mis. buckles, and wear them if you de
who'are spending their honeymoon Fort Fairfield Friday night on acsire to be modish.
Geary, soloist.
Here
could
be
found
bargains
in
have
headed "Upheaval" I have
and
science.
He
Is.
however,
an
ex

•
*
*
•
wedding
anniversary
of
her
parents,
in Maine, called Thursday on J. count of illness of her mother, Mrs
The committee in charge feels
bulbs, lilies and small plants. Una cellent chef ln addition.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Carver. The it has secured speakers of great
Alton Perry. Mr. Barbour former B. H. Kimball.
A new dirigible is to be built by tried to express the thought that I
Carroll, with helpers, sold their at
Coach Lloyd D. Hatfield was an affair was held at the Carver home
ly resided in this city, and is the
the Navy, to cost $3,000,000 and will feel mast be in so many of our minds
value to young people.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. House, tractive cooked foods from a spot official at tlie Bangor-Brewer foot which was attractively decorated.
son of the late George Barbour, for
be smaller than the previous ones. today of the condition of our soMrs.
Geary
who
will
speak
and
less table trimmed with pink and ball game last Saturday. He has Mr. and Mrs. Carver were the re
• « • •
mer proprietor of the Corner Drug have returned from a short stay in
called "modem world." Every day
green crepe paper. The rapid sale issued uniforms to tlie members of cipients of a nice gift also an at sing, received her bachelor’s degree
"Zest for the Quest of the Best" we see warring nations striving for
Store.
Boston.
in
the
School
of
Music.
West
Ches

of these goodies spoke well for the the boys’ basketball squad at E.S. tractively decorated wedding cake,
was the text of a sermon Sunday supremacy and dictators reaching
ter State Teachers College. West
The Book Mart, conducted Wed- cooks found in the order. The hand N.S. Regular practice will begin in the handiwork of Mrs Crockett. Chester. Penn. For five years she night celebrating a late Armistice for more lands, wealth and power,
Miss Carrie Fields left Friday for
service in New York. A fine until it seems the whole structure
Luncheon was augmented by a secBoston, for a week's visit with nesday by the Woman’s Society of kerchief sold at this table, was a few days.
, ,
.
, . served as church organist and choir
the Universalist Church was most awarded to Mr. Panetta of the US.S.
friends.
Three student delegates and three ond wedding cake, in observance of ,director in oethsemane Baptist. thought.
of our civilization Is being under
• • • •
successful. Miss Lucy Rhodes being Yorktown.
faculty delegates will attend thei the wedding anniversary of another Philadelphia, where Mr Geary
At the apron booth, decorated New England Teacher Preparation j couple present. Mr. and Mrs. E. A.
A factory in Stratford, England, mined.
Mrs. P. P. Bicknell entertained at chairman. Mrs. Faith Berry was in
Of what use is this wholesale de
ministered.
with
festoons
of
green
and
lavender,
employing 3.000 girls has installed
tea Thursday afternoon, compli charge of the books. Mrs. Dorothy
Association meeting which is to be Champney. Prizes ln beano were
Mr. Geary who Is now pastor of 40 pianos In the plant. When a struction of lives, homes and lands?
could
be
found
all
the
latest
styles
menting Mrs. Guy Wilson and Mrs. Smalley, chairman of the cake
held in Boston. November 18-19. won by Mrs. Jennie Ingraham, high The First Baptist Church in Port
prosperous Industry concludes that Are the few trying to revolutionize
Mary Llttlehale. The latter is leav table, assisted by Mrs. Ella Bird. in this necessity, and at an early Miss Edith E. Leslie, director of E. S. score also Mrs. Mildred Holmes,
land received hls college training its interests are served by music and our universe until the old mode of
hour
Mrs.
Maude
Cables
had
dis

ing soon for a winter in Massachu Mrs. Doris Bowley, Mrs. Katherine
N. 8. demonstration school will rep Mr Champney, Edgar H. Bohndell at Juniata College, Huntingdon.
employs 40 girls to play for them, it living is gone, leaving in its place
and Mrs. Carver.
setts. Mrs. G. C. Hopkins presided Haines and Mrs. Katherine Veazie; posed of her goods in a most satis resent Principal Hall.
Penn., and Seminary training at begins to look as If music is one of fear and disaster? Are the ethics of
factory
manner.
The
crocheted
bag
candy table, Mrs. Grace Rollins;
at the tea-table.
The school is holding a mas
Aiden Thurston of New Jersey Is Eastern Baptist Seminary, Philadel
the essentials of life and Its busi living to be completely cast aside
patchwork squares and patterns, was won by Inez Packard. Mrs. Car querade ball on Nov. 19 for the visiting his mother and sister Mrs.
in this march for supremacy, with •
phia.
After
five
yeaTs
of
service
ness.
Mrs. Clara Smith and Mrs. Etta rie Brown displayed anti sold her enjoyment of the student body, fac Mary Thurston and Mrs. Eva Gould
YOVR SOCIAL ITEMS
broken lives, bodies and hearts left
in
Gethsemane
Baptist,
the
call
•
•
•
•
Stoddard and Miss Lucy Rhodes, candies, with Mary Brewster as as ulty and invited guests. Alumni for several days.
in its wake?
was
accepted
to
the
minlstery
of
And
the
Bethlehem
Steel
Corpo

Winter or summer The Cou j table of gadgets. The tea tables sistant. The utility Uble. dressed and former members of the school
The Trytohelp Club will meet the First Baptist Church tn Port ration which has a band of 130
Wliat do these leaders of aggres
in
blue
and
yellow,
was
in
charge
of
rier-Gazette is always glad to were supervised by Miss Ellen
may secure tickets of admission by Monday night at tire home of Mrs.
sion expect to gain? Sooner or later
land.
pieces,
an
orchestral
society
and
a
have items which concern ar Cochran, her assistants being Mrs. Eliza Plummer and assistants Susie applying to members of the commit Dorothy Young in Camden.
Several young people from Knox Bach choir, is onlykme of hundreds their places will be taken by others
rivals and departures of people, Nettie Wotton, Mrs. Kathrine Karl and Mary Cooper. Many use tee who are Phyllis Hennessy. Joyce
County
have met Mr. and Mrs. of .big organizations in the United new voices, new ideas and all that
The
Johnson
Society
was
enter

the social gatherings, engage
Haines. Mrs. Lenora Cooper, Mrs. ful articles were disposed of at a Tupper and Margaret Rogers.
Geary
and
can testify of two young States which have adopted music, has been taken by the bloodshed,
tained
Wednesday
night
at
the
ment announcements, weddings,
Lottie Spear. Mrs. Mabel Shermro reasonable price. The afghan piljjeople
that
challenge youth of to not only as a clean influence in sorrow and despair of the weaker
home
of
Mrs.
Olive
Whittier.
A
so

etc. Please telephone our society
and Mrs. Beulah Tirrell. The ves fcw was awarded to Mae Reed.
UNION
cial
hour
with
games
and
lunch
was
day
with
a
Christ who can meet their plants, but as what Charles has gained them nothing, vain glory
The quilt made by Priscilla Smith,
reporter. Mrs. Warren C. Noyes,
try was made attractive by the
their
every
need.
enjoyed
following
tlie
sewing
period.
M. Schwab calls a "stabilizer” as perhaps, but to wliat does that add
tasteful arrangement of bayberries, as a special feature, was won by
X73-R. or send directly to thia
Service at the Methodist Church
up. when persecution and suffering
well.
Tlie
Copper
Club
met
Thursday
at
Delegates
are
asked
not
to
forget
office.
pine tips, vines and red berries, the Faith Brown. This work of art was begins at 10 a. m. The adult choir
• • ♦ •
of innocent people are weighed
the
home
of
Mrs.
Marion
Cash
in
the
five
cents
per
capita
tax
which
work of Mrs. Maude Blodgett. Nu in the pattern of the "Lone Star ' will sing a Thanksgiving anthem.
Some of the music suggested by against it?
is
paid
at
registration.
Also
the
Rockland
for
an
all-day
session.
Mrs. E. P. Glover was guest merous candles added light to the and contained hundreds of dainty The Junior choir will sing “We
In the sight of God all people are
the Music Cluhs of the State for
At the Sunday morning service of .silver collection at the banquet.
diamonds.
Thank Thee Lord. ” The pastor. L. worshjp ™
speaker in Damariscotta. Wednes- cozy Interior
Thanksgiving season to be sung Hls children, and we must still obey
The
evening
service
is
epen
to
the
At 6 o'clock picnic supper was F. Ross. will preach on the subject
day »nd in Burnham Friday, wheie ‘
when possible—Anthems, Hallelujah Hls commandment "Thou shalt nol
served.
Beano was the attraction “Worship.” Church School opens Rev. N. F Atwood will use a theme public.
Dr.
and
Mrs.
H.
J.
Weisman,
she appeared before the Women’s ,
Chorus from the "Messiah." Han covet thy neighbors' goods."
appropriate
to
Thanksgiving
Day
Robert Alien. Miss Virginia Snow in the evening with special prizes at 11. EpWorth League begins at
Rose B. Hupper
Club.
del; "The Heavens are Telling,"
.>+++++++++++
and the choir will sing a Thanksgiv
and Miss Ethel Rackliff left last awarded to Vincent Kalor of the 6 p. m. under the leadership of MLss
I
Handel,
All
this
and
more
will
be
Tenant's
Harbor.
Nov. 18.
ing anthem; Sunday School at 10 if
Dr. and Mrs. William EllingwoOd r.ight to attend the Harvard-Yale USS. Yorktown; towel set. Faith Nathalie Nason. The topic is. o’clock; 6 p. m. Epworth League + THE LYRIC MUSE 2 sung In Portand Nov 20 at the
Brown; Mertie McBride, basket if “Choosing our Life Work.” There meeting with Helena Upham, lead- *
have as guests over the weekend game, and will return tonight.
Thanksgiving Festival at City Hall.
canned goods; door prize. Frances will be a special Thanksgiving serv
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Stickney of
er;
hymn
service
at
7
p.
m.
with
I
The Sleeper Bible Class wlil meet Cummins.
ice in the evening at 7 o'clock.
So William Powell will be seen
Belmont, Mass.
message by the pastor.
Monday at 2.30 at the home of
Other winners were Bertha Mc Young women in costume will rep
seven more years. He has signed
Baptist
Church:
J.
W.
Hyssong,
his contract with M-G-M Studio to
Mr. and Mrs. Frank A Tirrell, Mrs. E. L. Brown, 55 Summer stTeet. Intosh, Elizabeth Passon, Annie resent the Hebrew, Pilgrim, and pastor. Sunday services; 11 a. m„
Wade, Leon Barter. Dorothy Smith, the modern Thanksgiving. Other
* I the small sum of only $600,000 His
have returned from a visit ln
morning
worship
with
sermon-sub

♦
Woman's Educational Club will
health is better. Why shouldn't it
Springfield. Mass, being guests meet Friday with Mrs. Louise Ingra Nina Marshall. Grace Wheeler. Mrs. members of the Epworth League are ject ’’The Faith of Jacob;" 12 o'clock ♦
♦
McCaslin, Mary Barter, Lizzie Mills, conducting
be with that prospect?
rjsponsive
reading,
there of Mr. and Mrs. William H.
noon. Church School; 6 p. m. Chris
Publication Limited to Brief
ham, Lindsey street.
• • • •
Mrs.
Rawley,
Ada
Payson,
Margaret
prayer,
Scripture
reading,
hymns.
Rhodes, formerly of this city.
Poems
tian Endeavor service. Earle Deane,
What
a
lot
of talk the "Holy
Bowler, Joseph Panetta (US.N.), A. Hazel Day » will represent the
of Original Composition
Farm Bureau held the fifth in a
leader; 7 o'clock, service of praise ♦
Ghost and Us" cult is creating.
Danforth
(US
N.),
Annie
Aylwaru,
I
Hebrews;
Norma
Fossett
the
PilBy
Subscribers
♦
Miss Enah Orff of Lawrence, series of card parties Thursday eve
Wonder if the former leader, Frank
Margaret McBride, Lina Carroll, j grims; and Norma McEdwards, the and worship, subject “God is Able." ♦
Mass, Mr. and Mrs. Chester Over ning at their hall. Honors went to
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Daucett of •>♦++♦♦♦♦♦♦+++++++++4-+++^ Sandford, is directing under cover?
Alfred
Rawley.
Effie
Walsh.
Dot
modern
Betty
McKinley
will
give
lock of Thomaston and Mrs. Lydia Mrs. Frank Fitzgerald, John Luke.
Manchester. N. H . and Miss Simone
LITTLE GRANDSON
Crowds attend the meetings re
I Orff of Orff's Corner, were recent Frank Horeyseck. and Mrs. John Stewart. Mrs Dot Smith, G. C. Don- the prayer; Donald Calderwood will Heom of Mount Carmel, Quebec,
|Fcr The Courler-Oazette |
gularly.
|
aid
(USN.).
William
Thomas.
Mary
lead
the
responsive
reading;
Wal

Iguests of Mrs. Mae Perry.
have been recent guests of Mr and He's just a baby, only four.
Luke. Hostesses were Mrs. Frank
And busy as a bee.
Nye. Jean Clough. A. V. Mitchell ter Rich and Warner Howard will
Mrs. Charles Ingraham.
Horeyseck and Mrs. Elmer Teel.
Sailing In hls paper boat
"One friend I have who lets me
(UJB.N). C. A. Dubeck (USN.). read the Scripture lesson. Leroy
Upon a carpet sea.
Members of T. and E. Club met
Mr. and Mrs. George Crockett Or
live and never tries to make me
riding
ln
hls
arm
(chair
coach
HAIRCUT
for sewing and luncheon Wednes
Mrs. Blanche Fales and Mrs. Ma Stan Walsh, Inez Packard, Lizzie Hunt will introduce and read the have returned from a brief visit in The steed u kitchen chair,
over, completely unreformative. Hls
But when the evening shadows fall
day aftemoon with Mrs. Woodbury bel Greene entertained Monday Gregory, Jennie Pletroskl, Dot Suke service. Emma Hills and Madeline Boston.
name Is Rover.”
SHAMPOO
Wee Olenny says hls prayer.
Richards.
evening at the former’s home on forth, Winifred Butler and Mrs. Farris will sing a duet entitled.
• • • •
Mrs. Mary Whitman is spending
I
He
clasps
hls
chubby
hands
so
tight
“The Lord is my Shepherd."
James street, honoring Mrs. Mar Upham.
In Miami Is a beauty parlor which
FINGER WAVE
a few days in Boston.
And bows hls baby head.
Mrs. Priscilla Smith was chairman
whispers low hls prayer to Cod. advertises "Black eyes will be cured
The public dinners served by the
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Glover have jorie Glidden who leaves soon to
The School Band is busy with re Then
Before he goes to bed.
ALL
I star Circle will be discontinued until hearsals for the concert which they I And mirrored In his lovely eyes
been spending a few days in Boston. make her home in Calais. Refresh of the beano.
ln a few minutes.—guaranteed re
j the second Thursday in February. ]are to present Tuesday night at I I see a faith sublime.
ments were served and a gift was
sults."
They
do
a
rushing
business
God grant It ever shall remain
FOR
• • • •
Harry Pratt and sister. Miss presented to Mrs. Glidden. The
TENANT’SHARBOR
Twenty-nine members of the Town hall under the direction of Untouched by hand of time
It
appears,
after
reading
head

Maude Pratt, who have made their other guests were Mrs. Cora Davis.
Woman’s Community Club attend Clarence Fish, leader.
I That when the page of life be filled
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Stewart of
And "finis" written there.
lines in a New York paper, that
home with the late Mrs. David Tal Mrs. Eleanor Libby and Mrs. Eliza
ed the meeting of the Waldoboro
, Hls fervent faith shall light the way
Wayne, accompanied by a friend
women
will be obliged to wear more
bot for several years, are to occupy beth Wilson who has recently re
Made
clear
'by
childhoods
prayer
Woman's Club Tuesday afternoon.
Mrs. M. E. Wotton entertained
were dinner guests Sunday of Mr.
Rose B Hupper
clothes next season at the beaches
the Pratt house on Limerock street. turned to this city from Bridgton.
They presented as program: Read with a lunch party Friday at her
Tenants Harbor.
and Mrs. W. C. Comstock at the
as well as all public places.
ing "The Sausage Mother Pried," home at the Copper Kettle honor
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Newbert,
Mrs. Arthur Gardner has left for home of Mrs. Emma Torrey.
Mrs. Ada Lucas; paper. “Old Homes ing Mrs. E. D. Spear, who is leav
Sherrill Harding, daughter of Mr.
A THOUGHT A DAY
I think it was Phillips Brooks who 742 MAIN ST,
have retumed from a few days’ visit Boston to visit her daughter Mrs.
ROCKLAND
in New England.” Mrs. Lela Mans ing for Florida Tuesday. Mrs. Spear
I For The Courier-Gazette |
first said. "The occupation of
James Harding of Port- field; play, "A Day at the Old La
jn Boston. They were accompanied Doris Clifford, also other relatives and
will
make
her
headquarters
at
Win

Opp
csite
Strand
Theatre
I It Is best to hold your head aloft
land, is visiting her grandparents,
Heaven Is praise."
by Mrs. Edith Follansbee, who re and friends.
139-140
| Than to be outcast and rudely scoffed
dies' Home." Mrs. Nina Fuller, Mrs. ter Park.
• • • •
Rev. and Mrs. Perley Miller for a
, For demerits sorely steeped In blame,
mained for a longer visit.
Addie Mitchell, Mrs. Ethel Creigh
I Which means a head bowed deep in
In a Rockland Gazette of 1864
_____
I The Rockland Society for the few weeks.
shame.
ton. Mrs. Lila Burrill, Mrs. Euda | All officers are requested to be
the question was asked. "Who is
Mr. and Mrs Aaron W .Hobart of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hudson and Hard of Hearing met Thursday, a
Lermond and Mrs. Edith Thomas. present at the drill meeting of Miri It Is best that you anticipate
Zachary Taylor?
daughter Judith of Augusta were fine paper on ’Thanksgiving" being Caryville, Mass., were overnight
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
Even If you over elate.
• • • •
Guests Sunday of Mrs. Carrie am Rebekah Lodge Tuesday night. Success supreme wlll always come
I
recent guests of Mrs. Hudson’s prepared and read by Mrs. Gladys guests recently of Mr. and Mrs. C.
For
worthy
deeds
which
you
have
done.
The
degree
staff
has
been
invited
to
Another item was a sure cure for
Mank were Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
nother, Mrs. Ella Bird.
Thomas. Because of the holiday E. Wheeler.
work the degree at Union Dec. 5. It Is best your destination
toothache: Put black pepper on a
Rawley
of
Tenant's
Harbor
and
Mr
Howard
Wiley
and
friend
of
Ayer.
there will be no meeting next week,
Be higher termination:
shovel and hold it over the coals
Mrs. Lena Stevens was hostess to postponement being made to Dec. 1. Mass., were recent visitors at the and Mrs. Carl Chrlstoffersen of
May your march of triumph stop
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Turcotte Only
at the tlp-tlp-top.
until it is very hot. then snuff the
Rockland.
Thimble Club this week, the mem
home of William J. Hastings.
(Virginia Piper) returned yesterday
Phyllis Thomas
pepper up your nostril and the ache
bers being engaged with needlework.
The “grandmothers” met Friday from a trip to Florida and southern Cambridge. Mass.
Lee Andrews has employment on
Dresses reduced for quick sale at
will
go at once. These items were
Late luncheon was served.
with
Mrs.
F.
E.
Burkett.
at at «t it
8enter-CTane's—Lot 1. $595 dresses, Burns Island where a large govern
States, to visit her parents, Mr. and
given by a very popular dentist who
sale priced $398; lot 2—<6 95 dresses ment building is being erected.
STARS
Mrs. F. L. Piper, before going to
thinks it might—or else!
For a Christmas gift, why not for $5; lot 3—$9.75 dresses for $750.
Maynard Wiley reoently shot a day at 7 o'clock. A service of ex their new home in Yarmouth.
I For The Courier-Gazette) j
• • • •
choose a box of our Stationery for —adv.
pressions
of
gratitude
and
hearty
In
the
glorious
panoply
large
doe.
139-lt
The flag went up on the City
OI Heavens' lustrous blue,
men and women? With name and
Mrs. William H. Wincapaw who There shine many stars
A. J. Rawley ts making extensive singing and special music will be
Building at 11.30 a. m. Tuesday. Was
address on sheets and envelopes or
Cruises arranged, steamship tick repairs on the Hub cottage owned held. Following this the Lord's has been the guest of Mrs. Sumner In meteoric hue.
there any special reason for that
monogram on sheets and address on ets to all parts of the world. M. F. by Violet Gates of Massachusetts. Supper will be observed to all wish H. Whitney the past two weeks, has Twinkling their poesy
hour?
In sparkling, brilliant worth
envelopes, priced at $1.00 to $150 a Lovejoy,, 140 Talbot avenue, Tel. Mrs. Earl Barter has returned ing to remain, and will be admin returned to Staten Island, N Y.
• • • •
Like divine circuit riders
box. We have some very attractive 1060-J, Rockland.
istered
by
the
visiting
pastors.
Yielding courage to peoples
from
Lynn.
Mass,
where
she
was
16-8-tf
The General Knox wall paper, es
O'ei 'this wondrous earth.
boxes to select from at The CourierBrooks Bowden went Tuesday to
called by the death of her mother.
pecially the dining room paper, is
New Britain. Conn., where he has When clouds overhang and
Gazette office. Three-day service
Mrs. Read.
being extensively used by appre
Obliterate their beauty,
guaranteed.—adv.
tf
employment.
Winds carry them away, and
Ruth Barter has returned from
MONDAY-TUESDAY
ciative persons in Massachusetts
I Stars return to duty.
New York after a tour of the New
One person Is using this paper in
THE STAGE HIT THAT
Public supper. Legion Hall to- | Piercing through space with
TICKLED THE NATION
England States, accompanied by
the house built in 1760 and where
Tumult
ol
flashing
light;
filling
the
SLAP-HAPPY, now Ho«k
night; 25 cents.—adv.
IV ( Heavens with an Inspiring sight;
Mrs. Kepple Hall. Mias Barter re
tb» <CTMC <1 • (Mug* rf
Gen. Burgoyne and hls staff were
'Surrounding the moon In azure light.
turned through the hurricane sec
prisoners of war in 1777 ft Ls also
Beano
at
G.A.R.
hall
Monday
2.30
one brilliant atar. all-powerful.
tion.
being us-d by other persons of dis
Replete
with
magic
supreme
• • • •
to 5 —adv.lt
Holds us enthralled through even-time tinction in the drawing room of
Baptist Church Notes
Fills us with visions and dreams
their Colonial home at Essex.
The third sermon of the memory
Potato bugs never bother orange Of the Eastern Star divine.
O • • •
bias' oms. Bad thoughts seldom Stars ere like truth with enduranea.
series entitled, "Remembering our
Rules
to
fellow
when mixing bat
Echoes of emotions laved.
Benefactor,’’ will be given by the
bother good men.
Messengers of love and assurance
ters: For batter cakes or flap jacks,
From the ethereal heavens waved
pastor Sunday morning at the
ue one cup liquid to one cup flour;
K. S F
Thanksgiving service. The choir
Keep smiling! The word “smiles" Rockland 1
ior muffins, two cups liquid to two
will sing an anthem of Thanksgiv
Is very interesting, because there is
-----------------flour or mtal; for soft dough to be
a "mile" between the first and last
Mrs. Cecil Winslow (Faye Hodg- kneaded three cups fleur to cne of
ing. The Bible School will meet im
letter. Those who like to use long kins) went this week to join Mr. liquid; for pastry of cookies, four
mediately following the worship
service. The Men of the Baraca
words should not overlook the short Winslow in Portland, where they measures of flour to one liquid
word. Smiles.
I will make their future home.
Class are to meet for the first time
• • • •
ln their new room in the parsonage,
The helpful and understanding
at 11.30. All members are urged to
addition to the musical circle that
be present and are welcome to take
MLss Lotte McLaughlin Ls providing
PERMANENT
friends, and prospective class mem
in her excellent class work, has
WAVE
NOW PLAYING
bers.
stimulated the music needs of this
A Movie Quiz Picture
“ALWAYS IN TROUBLE”
“Shipwrecked, yet Saved” will be
city. How good a civic chorus would
CAMDEN, MAINE
with
TODAY
STEAM OIL frC the pastor’s theme for the sermon
be!
JANE
WITHERS
GEORGE
O
’
BRIEN
•
.
»
•
PERMANENT
at the happy hour of music and
in
SUNDAY-MONDAY,
NOV.
20-21
The
Bowdoin
students
haw
de

message service, at 7 p. m. Songs
“LAWLESS VALLEY"
INDIVIDUAL STYLE
cided not to thumb rides any more
and choruses which are almost exact
tut they have a new way to get
Scripture verses set to music will
AL’S HAIRDRESSING be used as requested by the con
the lifts. They have painted signs
with
Rockland
Tel 8WI
SALON
on their backs in bold lettering easy
gregation.
Get It From Your
Shows—Mat. 2. Evg., 6.30, 8 30
to read, thus: “If you don't give us
286 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
LEW AYRES and LIONEL BARRYMORE
All from every church of St.
Continuous Sat. 2.00 to 10.30
TEL. 826
INDEPENDENT GROCER
a ride we will vote for him again ."
George are invited to Join in the
139-140
Tliey usually get the ride.
observance of Thanksgiving, Thurs-

Specials For

THANKSGIVING

$1.00

Economy

««««

Be Ready For

THANKSGIVING!

MOT
TOO BASHFUL
TO D1MAMB

NISSEN’S
SNOW WHITE BREAD

$5

$3

COMIQUE THEATRE

$7

WW e

“YOUNG DR. KILDARE”

Beauty Parlor

Every-Other-Day
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Treasure Island Palaces Near Completion

tax-gatherer, a
distributor of
checks ' and a functionary along a
great variety of lines he was never
intended to cover, many of these ■
requirements bringing the County
Agent dangeiously near to the bor
der line of a political office
j
America's Testing Time

1 GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

■
‘arfUl

What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's Tiews from
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.
,
.......... ... . *''...
NO MORE SEA

I Fcr The Courler-O«7ette| »
How I enjoy the surging sea
Beside which I was born;
And found my childhood pleasures Iree,
That memories now adorn.

When my vacation time comes round
For recreation sweet.
What thrills wl'hln irv soul abound.
As ocean waves I greet.
What would my mortal life be worth.
How could I happy be
Hsd I to spend all earthly days
Where there Is "no more sea?”

Some day will come my soul's demise
From Joys here dear to me
I hope to go to Paradise
Though there ls "no more sea."
Oreat grace I must Indeed be given
Tha' I may happy 'be
Through all eternity In Heaven
Where there ls “no more sea "
Allison M Watts
Jamaica. Vt.

Harry E. Baker building. Cape
Elizabeth.
Mrs P. O. Hilt. Mrs. R T Sterling
and W. R. Hilt called Sunday on
Clyde Grant and family. Cape Eliza
beth
Mrs. Sterling and Mrs Hilt were
at the home of Mrs. Clarence
Thomas in Portland Wednesday
when their club met for the day.
F. O. Hilt. Mrs. Webster. Miss
Marion Sterling. Miss Elizabeth
Sterling. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ster
ling. Edgar Webster and Mrs. Hilt
were guests Armistice Day in Port
land of Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow
during the parade.
R. T. Sterling and family enter
tained over the holiday Mrs. Sarah
Webster, son Edgar. Mrs. Charles
Sterling, daughters Elizabeth and
Marion. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sterling
of Peak's Island. Mr. and Mrs. W
C. Dow and Clement Stoddard
of Portland.
• . , •

• • • •
Cap? Elizabeth
Assistant Keeper John Olsen who
has been under the doctor's care,
for several months, is greatly im
proved.
The families at this station were
grieved to learn of the death of
Rev. Orville Guptill and extend
Deer Island Thoroughfare
sympathy to Mrs. Ouptill and
The last few cool days made us
family.
think of what is coming.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H Olsen spent
Keeper Robinson was recently
last Saturday with Mrs Olsen's called to Harrington by the death of
sister. Mrs. Percy Elwell ln Unity j nis mother. Additional Keeper A
Mrs. Wallace Anderson was re- p Osgood substituted during his
cent overnight guest at this sta- absence.
t*on
' Mrs. Osgood spent the week with
Washington Ccunty Association1 Mr. Osgood at the Light.
met Friday and enjoyed a One pro- j James Holland and Marie Holland
gram, box social and dance. Lau-, Of Stonington were recent callers
pence PeifTer presided
I at the Light.
; Rachel Robinson is visiting Mr.
Portland Head
and Mrs. Montie Morey in StoningR. T. Sterling called Wednesday ton.
on R D. Fickett in South Portland ! We wish Capt. "Bill’’ Wincapaw
Arthur Harlow and George Cloud- much success ln his new venture
man of South Portland were guests and wil! miss looking forward to
Tuesday evening of F O. Hilt.
his visit on Christmas Day as that
Mrs R. T. Sterling and Mrs. F seemed to be the best part of the
O Hilt were Miss Marion Sterling's holiday.
guests at Cape Theatre recently J
------------------Robert Sterling Jr. and James READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Moss are opening a studio in the j
ADS

Pfrsohalities
I

in mui

JAMES F. HANLEY A.S.CA.P.

• - And He Wanted to Draw-

AMES F. HANLEY, whose song

hits include the famous “Back
JHome
Again in Indiana," describes

himself as a disappointed cartoon
ist who chanced to become a song
writer. As a youngster, Hanley
wanted to draw. Whenever he
started to progress in the art, music
Intervened. Eventually he became
a pianist, forgot his crayons and
found fame and fortune in the com
position of popular songs.
Born of native Indiana stock in
Rensellaer. Indiana. February 17.
1892. he attended Loyola Univer
sity, Chicago. Champion Univer
sity, Prairie du Chien. Wisconsin,
and the Chicago Musical College.
He emerged from the music institu
tion as a vaudeville pianist.
He was playing vaudeville dates
in Europe before the United States
entered the World War and return
ed to America oil one of the Lusi
tania’s last trips He remained in
New York long enough to storm
Tin Pan Alley, collaborate with
Sigmund Romberg on a musical
show, "Robinson Crusoe, Jr.,” for
Al Jolson, and to write the score
of "Jim Jam Jems.” which starred
Joe E. Brown, Harry Langdon.
Elizabeth Murray and Ada Mae
Weeks. Then he went back to Eu
rope—in uniform. As Sergeant in
the 157th Artillery Brigade of the
32nd Division, he became an unof
flclal impresario, and during the
Division’s wait for transportation
home, he staged the famous soldier
show—“Toot Sweet."

On his return to New York, he
wrote many songs for Broadway
shows, notably the two Fannie
Brice hits—"Rose of Washington
Square" and “Second Hand Rose.”
He collaborated with Eddie Dow
ling in the shows "Honeymoon
Lane” and "The Sidewalks of New
York."
One of the first of Broadway’s
songwriters to be called to Holly
wood. Hanley has provided the mu
sical settings for more than one
hundred feature pictures and nu
merous shorts. He alternates be
tween New York and Hollywood,
with his permanent home In Douglastou, Long Island. Happily mar
ried. father of four, he is one of
the most contented of men, for
music is his hobby as well as his
profession.
The American Society of Com
posers, Authors and Publishers,
which protects the performing
rights of its members’ copyrighted
works, has several hundred of
member Hanley's songs listed.
Some of them are. “Back Home
Again in Indiana," written in 1917;
“Little Log Cabin of Dreams,” “No
Foolin'. ’ "Just a Cottage Small By
a Waterfall.” “Zing! Went the
Strings of My Heart" and "I’m in
the Market for You.”

New aerial photograph of a portion of tlie 1D3D Golden Gate International Exposition, on Trea
sure Island, man-made site raised from the bottom of San Francisco Bay. In foreground, center,
the massive Federal Building, and right, the Hall of Western States, behind which is Pacific House.
At westerly side of island soars the 400-foot Tower of the Sun surrounded by massive exhibit
palaces and beautiful courts, while in background is the skyline of San Francisco.

Large G.O. P. Gains
Post-Election Survey of 24
States Finds 51.5 Percent
Republican

H£ QQES TO THE HEART

Ringing true to the patriotic prin
ciples of the Grange, National i
Master Taber points to “America’s i
Test.' in its mighty task of assimil- !
ating the wide variety of races,1
creeds and viewpoints which have
become a part of our population. He
warns of many present-day dangers
We have the largest-ever assortment of Personal
which are utterly antagonistic to
Christmas Cards for your inspection at this office,
the Ameriean way of life, compti-/
mg a wave of sinister forces, ideals
priced at only—
and influences from across the sea
20 for $1.00
which are growing bolder and more
extensive. While exhorting to pa
25 for $1.00
tience in dealing with the newcorn-'
ers who must liave time to cast off
£0 for $1.00
old-world customs, provided they i
desiie to do so, Mr. Taber a serfs. i
and the better class of cards at prices
“We must be eternally resolute in
exceptionally low
our demand for a single loyalty to
our common country." and utters
These Prices Include Name Printed On Each Card
this challenge, which ls worthy of
widespread publicity:
Smarter than ever . . . and yet . . . for all their warm cheer
If America would preserve its
. . . quality papers and matching envelopes . . . they come to you
freedom and continue to go for
smartly boxed at price ranges from 20 for $1.00 to 50 for $1.00
ward. cur test is near at hand. We
Postage 10 rents extra.
must re-proclaim that any man or
Don't wait!! Come now while the selection is large.
group of men who prefer some other
form of government to our own
Samples on display at
shall be invited at once to leave
our soil. There is only one place
for the individual who places any (
other flag, any other constitution,
kkkkkfckkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkfckkkfckkkkkkkfckkkkkkkkkfckk
any other way of life, or any other
ideals of government, above our.
at Farm and Home Week of the
own—and that place is anywhere
University of Maine last spring.
out of this country!
• • • •
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Farrri/.Chgts

The Grange Goes and Grows

Louis J. Taber Told What the Farmer Wants In Giving the interesting informa
tion that the 72-year-old Grange
His Annual Address Wednesday
I has maintained a steady member-

When testing for puilorum diease began in Maine 17 years ago.
88 birds in 400 had the disease.
1 Last year one in 4CO showed pui
lorum infection A record number
of birds are being tested this year.
• • • •
The U S. Bureau of Agricultural
i Economics says that even the ex
pected Increases in colt crops will
rot halt the decline in horse and
mule numbers for several years.

A post-election survey of 24 States
j ship gain for the past five years,
showed that by unofficial counts Re
Close observation shows that
has increased its number of subor
publicans polled 515 percent of the
iContinued from Thursday)
issues and. after urging railroad dinate units and has made sub uoodlots thinned 8 to 10 years ago.
vote, compared with 40.1 percent in
The Course Ahead
managements to turn the search stantial progress along all frater- which have had time to establish
Without offering criticism of the light of public good on their prob r.al lines, National Master Taber Good roct;, withstood the hurricane
1936 land 46 1 percent in 1934
With the exception of Oeorgia. the New Deal. Mr. Taber makes very lems, he sounds the warning of happily expresses the Orange pros- ‘x’lter than unthinned stands
plain his belief that the present how widely banks, life insurance perity of the present time and looks [
• . • •
survey did not include any of the
agricultural program is gravely in companies and even average citizens forward to the Diamond Jubilee of
C. B. Smith, for 42 years, conheavily-Democratie Southern States need of amendment and definitely are concerned with the stability of
the Order, which is scheduled for reefed with the U. S. Department of
because sufficient data from them is presents the necessity for il) Sim railroad investments; hence the universal celebration in 1941 and Agriculture and since 1932 assistant
Feed costs that are low compared
still lacking.
plification of the law at many im need of speedy reorganization, re for which extensive preparations director of extension work, has rePnc?s wil> favor wlnter «««
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Pioduction
and further expansion of
sounds a further optimistic note by farm
votes in the 24 States in 1936 was
—........ —
th: poultry industry in 1939. accompulsory
reg.mentaticn;
(3) porations to a safe footing, and also enaphasizing the large place in the
computed on the basis of the total
Farmer control not only maintained, insure that the shipping public Grange program which is being ac other localities during the part cording to the annual outlook of the
vote in the Presidential race. The but increased at every po-'sible which uses the railroads shall be
corded to the youth cf the nation, years has come a call fcr the Grange u s Bureau cf Agricultural Ecopercentage for 1935 was reached on point; <4• Preservation of such prac amply protected. Agriculture in- finding therein the surest gurantee and extension work is being carried ncmlcs Continued increase In the
the basis of votes for Representa tical features as soil conservation | eluded.
for continued Grange growth and forward steadily, but with an en- Proportion of egg. produced In com?
tives.
For the 1938 compilation, crop in urance and ample crop
tire absence of any boom growth ,nwial fl?cks.is anllc‘Pat«) “y the
Raises a Live Question
prosperity.
Gubernatorial and Senatorial re- loans; «5> Additional efforts to safe
Mr. Taber sounds another timely
Of decided interest is the fact leatures. A Grange unit once es- P’lreau In the poultry meat tnt turns were used in some cases be- guard the family-sized farm and note in calling attention to the over that with 36 organized states rep tablished usually continues to func- l*ustrj a similar trend toward
• cause of incomplete returns in th? adequately protect the farm home burdened County Agents of the resented in the voting body at Port-; tion permanently, while in nearly peclalization Is apparent.
district elections of Representatives. This assertion by Mr. Taber is con country, who are prevented from land a new high mark In Grang? every instance organization of a
In the 24 States this year the cise and complete: "We must hold doing their best work in rendering coverage of the nation will be es- new state results from the "overj G OP polled 14.886.356 votes. Witn all progress gained and improve by assistance to the farmer, along
tablished; while subordinate Granges flow intere t" from some adjacent
14.010.223 ballots. Democrats had amendment and
administration lines of production, marketing and are functioning in six other states.' state. It is due to this wls? organ485 percent of the major party vote. while we build a more permanent financing problems, because in vhere there are not yet a sufficient lzation policy over a long period cf
Despite the indicated Republican program.'
many Instances the County Agent number of local units for instituting years that Grange permanency has
^7
i vote-getting advantage in half the
“is expected to be a policeman, a a state organization. From many been secured.
Industry and Labor
States, which comprise populous
I centers of the East. Midwest and , The National Master refers to
West. Democrats elected 262 Repre ' rit-down strikes and similar phases
sentatives. or 602 percent of the of the dispute between Industry and
La ber. and emphatically shows that
House membership. With 170 Con; gressmen. Republicans have 39.1 the farmer has a tremendous in
percent of the House voting power terest as a third party, inasmuch
as a ce sation of industrial activi
The nation-wide pcpular vote can
not be tabulated until ail State ties becous-' cf a strike or a shut
j have reported. If the ratio cf for down may b'ing sericus less to the
mer years is maintained, however, ' farmer in the distribution of perish
the 24-State survey would indicate able prcduc’s. Mr. Taber says:
a total vote of about 40 CC0.020 Su h ’’The farmer'ch erfully grants lo
a total, minor-party ballots, would Business and to Labor the right of
be the greatest off-year vote in ' organization and collective barraining. but he mu t with deter
history.
The preliminary tabulation show d mination and self-respect demand
that Democrats suffered major | this same principle for himself.
percentage losses in a dozen key Above all. in the adjustment of
( problems of wages, houis and
States.
profits, we must insist upon law
Although they won the New York
and order ar.d the protection of
Governorship. Democrats polled
property: also that a continuing
only 50.7 percent of the major party
J battle between conflicting groups
vote in that race.
The ratio tn
.'■hall never be permitted to levy
some other State-wide races was
toll on the tillers of the soil."
higher however. In the 1936 Presi
The Taxation Menace
dential election, the party polled
58.5 percent of the vote, and 56 8 I Taxation receives careful atten
percent of the off-year balloting oi tion in Mr Taber's tddress. with a
| 1934.
warning not? that “in the cutstandPennsylvania gave the GOP. 53 6 I ing debts from school district to
percent of its Democratic-Republi Washington there is a hidden
can vote this year, compared with mortgage of approximately 9451 on
41.8 percent in 1936 and 43.8 percent ' every man. woman ar.d child living
in 1934.
| under the flag, while of equal im
The Democratic percentage in portance are the hidden taxes that
California dropped from 67 8 in 1936 reach with a heavy hand the great
to 54.1 this year. It fell from 60.7 group cf people who pay little or
to 475 in Ohio, from 56.0 to 50.1 in no income tax. yet are contributing j
Iowa and from 59.2 to 50.7 in Illinois approximately $240 apiece per year. ,
The sharpest Democratic reverses, Widespriad public approval will foi- j
however, occurred in the “third low this ringing declaration from i
party" States of Minnesota and the head of the National Grange:
Wisconsin. The party polled only
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